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Mississauga now has to f igure out the costs 
. MISSISSAUGA, Ont. (CP) -- Mississauga city council will 
sit down today over a long list of legal and financial problems 
arising from Canada's longest evacuation, including an 
estimate hat he disaster cost $25 million in lost business and 
salaries for each 'of its six days. • ,,. 
Mayor Hazel McCailion called the special meeting Sunday 
while cleanup operations continued at the site of the Nov. 10 
.CP Rail train derailment which forced evacuation of more 
than 220,000 residents Ofthis city just west of Toronto. 
Another 3,000 residents of nearby Oakville, Ont., left their 
homes when ,ffieials feared the spread of deadly chlorine 
gas would extend over a t30-square-kilometre a a from a 
leaking tanker car. 
More than 150,000 evacuees were told they could go home 
Tuesday. The rest were allowed to return by Friday night. 
The estimate of $25 million a day in losses was made by 
Richard Spence, Peel Region's director of business 
development. He said in an interview that the figure does not 
include cost of police and firefighters on the scene, am- 
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Kerr 
dumps. 
Alice 
Watmough 
is still a king 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
LOs Watmough is back 
in and Alice Chen-Wing is 
out as the result of two 
local  races for seats on 
the board of the regional 
district of Kitimat-Stikine 
on Saturday. 
It was no surprise that 
Watmough, who has 
represented Thornhill for 
the past four years, easily 
won re-election over 
rivals Nadine Asante and 
Roy Greening. He has 
been outspokeh in his 
oppos i t ion  ' to  
amalgamat ion  w i th  
Terrace and support for 
incorporation of the over 
4,000 residents who 'form 
the Thornhlll community. 
..... ?'I think that the people 
made thdi¢ ~ho lee  dnd-  
l 'm sure it was what they 
wanted/' said defeated 
candidate Asante in 
congratu la t ing  Wat- 
mough. 
Asante was perturbed 
at what she sees as 
apathy in the Thornhill 
community, giving the 
attendance atlast week's 
public meeting on the 
Thornhill community 
plan as an example. 
" I  was absolutely 
appalled at the turnout of 
only 28 people out of 4,200 
from Thornhill for the 
set t lement  p lan  
meet ing,"  she com- 
mented. 
Roy Greening who 
finished behind Asante 
admitted he Was 
disappointed by the large 
margin of his loss, a 
sentiment shared by 
Asante. 
"There was not enough 
interest taken in the 
election by the whole 
public," he said about he 
340 ballots cast out of 
1,800 eligible voters. "If 
the turnout was better I
would have polled more 
votes." He indicated next 
time he will make a 
batter attempt to get out 
and meet the voters. 
Meanwhile,. surprise 
was expressed in many 
corners over the narrow 
loss of Alice Chen-Wing to 
newcomer Stan Kerr. 
Chen-Wing, who had 
represented the unin- 
corporated areas such as 
the Remos which formed 
the bulk of Area C said, "I 
worked as hard as I could 
while I was elected and 
during the campaign." 
Kerr was unavailable for 
comment. 
In two other races, 
Marty Allen held off the 
challenge of en- 
vironmentalist Marcel 
Poulin in Area B in the 
l-lazeltons. Poulin was a 
key figure in the fight to 
stop the spraying of the 
Tordon 22-K over area 
ranches last spring. In 
the final race of the night, 
Ernest Klassen edged out 
Gordon Franke in Area D 
which includes Telegraph 
Creek. 
h 
20c o• 
bulaneee to evacuate two hospitals and other emergency 
measures .  
Mrs. McCallion has also ordered municipal officials to 
start gathering information for a Dec. 4 inquiry by the 
Canadian transport comm.ission i to the derailment. 
The mayor said Sunday she has asked the Peel section of 
the Law Society of Upper Canada to provide a free legal 
clinic for those seeking compensation, likely from CP Rail. 
"I don't want my citizens wandering off and going to the 
expense ofhiring a lawyer," Mrs. McCallion said. Whoever is 
Voter turnout  was heavier  near the dead l ine  
Vote said confidence 
• By ED YUDIN Alan Soutar went down to  
Herald Staff Writer a narrow 23-votedefeat to 
Two of three District of newcomer Molly Nat- 
Terrace aldermen were tress. Thus, at the next 
returned to office by meeting of council, 
voters Satdrday night, Nattress will become the 
with what they perceived only woman on council, 
as both a vote of con- replacing Soutarwhe was 
chairman of the parks 
and recreat ion com- 
mittee. 
Talstra, who garnered 
the most support with 929 
votes, said "it's always 
what the voters think of 
yOU." 
While he interpreted 
the return of two 
aldermen as a vote of 
confidence, he added, "it 
might be up to us to keep 
a close eye on the purse 
strings." 
"If I have my say there 
will be not tax increase in 
1980," promised Talstra. 
Giesbrecht, who said 
his team ran a slightly 
fidence and suggestion to 
keep a closer eye on the 
munic ipal i ty 's  purse 
strings. 
Incumbents  Jack  
Talstra and Helmut 
Giesbrecht both easily different Campaign this 
retained [he i r  seats, nicetowin, it gives you a time around, agreedwith 
though their counterpart lot of confidence about • Taistra. 
IN KI TIM/I T 
Two added to 
incumbents 
Burnett (832) led the polls 
from the beginning. 
Ramon Brady (762) 
and Frederick Ryan (564) 
have also been elected. 
Losing candidates are: 
Stanley Watchorn (526), 
Albert Vennard (212), 
Jacquel ine P leasants 
(198), Claude Levesque 
(198) and Louis Bolyki 
(152). 
There will be no new 
faces on the 1980 board of 
trustees for School 
District 80. 
Incumbents  R ick  
Wozney (905), Noel 
Halton (805) and Hans 
Wagner (704) •have all 
been re-elected. William 
Fowle (530) and David 
Edwards (463) failed to 
win election. 
By ANN DUNSMUIR 
Herald Staff Writer 
Only 25 par cent of 
Kitimat's 5,040 eligible 
voters turned out to cast 
their ballots in Satur- 
day's municipal election. 
Nine candidates con- 
tested the four vacant 
seats On Kitimat District 
Council. 
Incumbents Rosalie 
El l is (886) and Ron 
"I would think some of 
the spending will be a 
little more cautious, we'll 
have more definite plans 
before we budget for 
some of the projects," he 
said. 
Giesbrecht welcomed 
the election of Nattress 
with whom he expects to 
work with to some 
degree. 
" I 'm pleased to see 
Molly has won, I don't 
think it was any sur- 
prise," he commented. "I
said early in the eam- ~ ign it would be nice to ve some help." 
Gieebrecht has been 
outspoken in the past for 
his opposition to many 
council motions and his 
frugal attitude towards 
spending. 
Giesbrecht expressed 
some regret at the defeat 
of Soutar, despite the 
verbal warfare between 
the two aldermen which 
highl ighted the cam- 
paign. "Alan Soutsr was 
a hard-working alderman 
who put in a lot of hours," 
he commented.  Both 
Talstra and Giesbrecht 
thanked their workers 
and voters for their 
support. 
TURNOUT POOR 
Despite the presence of seven candidates and 
the promise of a close race, which did in fact 
materialize only 29per cent elegible voters in the 
district of Terrace chose to cast their ballots on 
Saturday. 
There were no statistics available on voter 
turnout for the regional district elections, 
although returning officer Lucy Wood indicated 
voter turnout was higher than usual in Areas B 
and C. 
Kitimat saw 25 percent of the voters turnout. 
found responsible for the mishap should have to pay all ex- 
penses, including business losses, she said. 
Spence broke down his estimate by calculating retail sales 
in the city at more than $1.5 million a day, manufactured 
goods at $6 million, professional services and investment 
activity at $2.5 million and more than $12 million for wages. 
About 133 of 185 patients evacuated were returned to 
Missiseauga General Hospital Sunday morning. Hospital 
administrator Merritt Henderson said no patient deaths 
could be attributed to the displacement. 
I/UI Bottles 
• . Terrace, B.C. 
OpGn 10 a.m.-6 p.m. dallyexce~ Sunday 
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Hostages  
re leased  
Others face trial as spies 
TEHRAN (Reuter) -- Ten Western correspondents returned to Iran for a 
Americans, six black men presumed the two women revolutionary tr ial /as the 
and four women held hostage are highranking diplomats students demand, one of the 
for more than two weeks in whom the students might black American men 
the U.S. Embassy here by consider as spies, replied: "Yes, I think so. I 
militant Iranian students, think there is enough evi- 
told foreign reporters t~might Asked whether he thinks dence for him to he retur- 
they will be released by the desposed shah should be ned." 
Tuesday morning. 
The 10 hostages were  
brought to a news conference CANADIANS NO IV 
inside the embassy com- 
IN DANGER ? three other Americans -- two black U.S. marines and a 
white woman secretary were TORONTO (CP) --  The seen what happens when 
flown out of Iran. Star says Moslem the Iranians act on their 
The 10 were led before s tudents  ho ld ing  own. 
some 150 reporters, mostly American hostages in 
Western, surrounded by Tehran have warned that "There is much 
about I00 of the students who Canadians in IXRAN bloodshed and many 
seized 62 Americans in the MAY BE HELD "for innocent people lose their 
embassy more than two their own safety" unless lives. It is a matter of 
weeks ago to demand that the shah is returned from choices. Will the 
the United States extradite New York City for trial. Canadians be in custody, 
.the d~p~s~ ~e~cl shah to stand In a-~,teleph0ne. In -  will they be hostsge to our 
"tfidlfor~rhdes in Iran. The tqr'vte'~b'~(~'day '.  one demands, or will they 
shah is Undergoing cancer student leadei" said:'"H die?" 
treatment in a Now York .,the Canadisn~llving here 
City hospital. The U.S. has are taken hostage, and The Canadian embassy 
refused to meet he students' the condition for their in Tehran has prepared a 
demand, release is your govern- contingency plan for 
The four women hugged ment'ssupport forour de- evacuating the Canadians 
and kissed the six men after mande, your government if the situation gets 
they were brought out of will have no choice but to worse. 
separate buildings, ap- listen." There are 55" to 57 
porantly because they had Such demands might Canadians living in Iran, 
not seen each other since the include "cutting off all including spouses of 
students took over the era- ties with the U.S., for Iranians, an embassy 
bossy Nov. 4. instance, and closing your spokesman said. About 17 
The 10 said they expect o borders to U.S. trade be- Canadians are employed 
be freed and sent from Iran fore we release your at the embassy. 
either late tonight or Canadians." 
Tuesday morning. "Your gove~ment will Meanwhile in Toronto, 
Sources at Tehran'a inter, have no choice but to two Canadian Moslem 
national airport said at least listen to our demands or leaders said the actions of 
one commercial airliner is lives will be lost." Ayatollah Khooeini's 
waiting with empty seats to Another student said: government are hurting 
take the Americans to "The lrantan people grow the image of the Islamic 
Europe if they are freed impatient and you have faith. 
tonight. 
The student leaders read a 
statement by Islamic revolu. Chlorine sends t ionary leader Ayatollah 
• Ruhollah Khomeini, who 
supported the embassy 
occupation, explaining why 7 to hospital blacks and women are being 
freed. , • 
Women are especially re- THUNDER BAY, Ont. not'~-~'g seriously affeet~.<l, 
spected under Islam and (CP) --  Seven workers were A spokesman at the On- 
blacks are being oppressed sent to hospital early today tario environment ministry 
in the U.S., the statement after a chlorine leak forced said officials are checking to 
said. the evacuation of t00 see ff any of the chlorine 
There are believed tobe workers at Great Lakes leaked into the atmosphere. 
still about 50 other Paper Products. Last week, a threat of 
Americans held hostage, Frantz Tollefsan, a chlorine exposure forced the 
including two women, and company spokesman, said a largest evacuation in 
some 20 other foreigners, small leak of chlorine from Canadian history when 
The hostages who ap. the paper mill's Immphonse 223,000 residents of Mis- 
poared tonight were iden- caused runny eyes and sissauga, Ont., fled their 
tiffed as Elizabeth Men. coughing in workers, homes following the 
tsgne, 41; Teri Telford, 24; As well as the seven sent o derailmentofaCP Railtrain 
Joan Waish, 33, Lillian hospital, a number were carrying chlorine and 
Johnson, 32, David Walker, treated by the company's propane. 
25; Lloyd Rollins, 27; Wesley medical staff. A Peel Region fireman 
Williams, 25; Terry was taken to hospital after 
Rollinson, 27; . James Tollefsen said part of the inhaling chlorine that leaked 
Hughes, 30, and Joseph mili was shut down fer about from a tank car during that 
Viner, 41. two hours whileehlorinewsa derailment. He remains in 
The hostages appeared cleared from the air. Plant hospital, waiting to learn 
well and smiled as they operations have resumed, whether he will be left with 
answered questions. The Chlorine is used in a water permanent lung damage. 
men were clean shaven and purification process at the In Oakland, Calif., last 
all were neatly dressed, plant, week, 20 persons were sent o 
The hostages aid there The company has had pre- hospital after chlorine gas 
are still two women hostages vious minor problems with leaked from a ruptured pipe 
in the embassy compound chlorine leaks, Tollefsen on a tank car at a Clorox 
but no blacks. . said. althmt~,h workers hp,~ plant. 
Returning Officer Don ~ 
Stewart estimates that 
1,400 ballots were cast in 
Saturday'selection.There ar  5,040 vot rs T W O  re ferendums pass  
on the current voters' list 
compared to 4,959 in 1979. 
Losing candidates will 
have another chance to Dog control and library funding proposals were basis of combined assessment of the District of 
try their luck at the polls approved by voters in the two referendums held for Terrace and the specified areas on an equal mill rate 
a year from now when the specified areas of the Regional District of Kitimat- up to a maximum of 3.25 mills. 
mayor, the entire council Stikine on Saturday. 
and the board of trustees Voters in Thornhill, Queensway and specified Thornhill voters approved, by a margin of 272 to 93 
will be up for election to portions of Area E (the Remos and Kalum Lake to allocate $65,000 for the construction ofa dog control 
pave the way for biennial district) voted 244 to 192 in favour of funding the 1978 shelter and purchase of a vehicle for the dog control 
voting, improvements o the Terrace Public Library on the agent. 
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Today's byelections are crucial ]' NEWS BRIEFS 
Federal byelections today about 44,000 will decide a about 37,000 electors will be g e n e r a I e I e c t i o n.  province entered Con- With the Conservatives in , -  
in far-flung parts of the successor of former Con. replacing former federal Although Diefenbakerheld federation i  1949, neither is York City next summe~ 
country could be critical to servative prime minister minister Don Jamieson, who Prince Albert without a a sure seat this time. 
the future of the Progressive John Diefenbaker, who died undertook to lead provincial break from 1953 until his And in both cases the New 
Conservative government, earlier this year at 83. Liberalsina general election death and although the Democratic Party appears 
In the Saskatchewan In the Newfoundland ouly weeks after hehadwou Newfoundland riding has to be the squeak in the 
riding of Prince Albert, ridingof_Burin.St. George's, ~eseat~'~e 'M'a~er 'a l  voted Liberal since the political wheel. 
Sadat praises peace moves 
WADI RAHA, Egypt (AP) 
President Anwar Sadat 
appealed from the foot of 
Mount Sinai today to the 
peoples of the world to strive 
for "goodness and the 
avoidance of bloodshed, 
violence and hatred." 
In a 15-minute speech 
marking the second an- 
niversary of his trip to 
Jerusalem, the Egyptian 
president praised President 
Carter and Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin of Israel 
for making peace between 
Egypt and Israel possible. 
Noting that Moses, 
regarded as a prophet by 
Islam, Christianity and 
Judaism, is said to have 
received the Ten Com- 
mandments on Mount Sinai, 
Sadat said: 
"In this place chosen by 
God Almighty, where the 
three faiths descended, here 
we have the reaffirmation of
the noblest values of men: 
Tolerance and coexistence 
celebration. Under an EgyptianIsraeli relations, 
agreement between the two little progress has been 
countries, Jews, Christians made in'the second phase of 
and Moslems will be allowed the peace effort - -  he- 
to visit the historic site. gotialious to formulate a 
It was the fourth of six 
withdrawals that will return 
twothirds of the peninsula to 
Egyptian control by early 
next year. Then the two 
countries are to establish 
diplomatic relations. 
Desp i te  improv ing  
deporting him and by an- 
nouncing plans to build more 
Jewish settlements in the 
territory. Sadat indicated, 
however, that he still 
plan for Palestinian self- believes agreement on an 
government in the occupied autonomy plan will be 
West Bank of the Jordan reached before next May, 
River and in the Gaze Strip. the target date set in the 
Israel raised new oh- peace agreement. 
statics to the negotiations M e a n w h i I e, t h e 
last week by arresting one of Palestinlans took note of 
the leading Arab mayors in Sadat's anniversary with 
the West Bank before two bombings in Jerusalem 
and an attempt to send 
guerrillas into Israel by sea. 
An Israeli patrol boat blew 
the guerrillas' rubber dinghy 
out of the water off Ahziv, six 
kiinmetres south of the 
Lebanese border, recovered 
the bodies of two 
Palestinians tlnd picked up 
two survivors, 
In Jerusdlem, two bombs 
exploded on buses and 
hospitals reported I I  
wounded, 
Nitro stash found in house 
POINT PLEASANT, 
W.Va. (AP) -- A state police 
convoy transporting 2~/z 
gallons of volatile 
nitroglycerin temporarily 
came to a halt early today 
when authorities learned 
residents of this small Ohio 
River community bad not 
been notified of potential 
danger. 
it was doing there was not 
determined immediately. 
"It is my understanding 
that a man just moved into 
the house and he didn't know 
what it was," said state 
police Sgt. R.E. Jones. 
"An analysis was run on it 
and we are treating it as nit- 
roglycerin," Cpi. J.L. 
Brannon said. 
up, Musgrave said officials 
agreed it would be best to 
move carefully through 
town. 
"Getting all of those 
people out into the streets 
would have created tOO times 
the traffic problem," 
Mnsgrave Said. "We cer- 
tainly would have com. 
plicated a problem that went 
The convoy's destination 
was an active ammunition 
dump at the McClintlc Game 
Preserve near Point 
Pleasant. The route cut 
through primar'ily rural 
areas of west-central West 
Virginia, but a sectlon of 
Interstate 64 between. 
Hurricane and Winfield was 
dosed while the bomb truck 
a minority position in Ottawa 
holding only 136 of the 282 
Commons eats, losing both 
contests would leave them 
with a bare one-vote dge/ 
including the support they 
have so far been given by 
five Social Credit MPs. 
The Liberals have 113 
seats, including the non- 
votingSpeaker, and the NDP 
has 26. 
In prince Albert, the Con- 
servatives have their hopes 
pinned ou Krb Eggum, a 41- 
yeerold lawyer whose big 
pitch has been that the 
yoters should pick a man 
who will be a member of the 
government, not the opposi- 
lieu. 
But both he and Liheral:~ 
Clyde Hurradence, a widsiy- 
Imown M-year-old lawyer, 
have little political ex- 
perience on which to draw. 
The man with the ex- 
perience is Ston Hovdebo, a
54.year.old school ad- 
ministrator who brought the 
NDP within 4,~00 votes Of 
defeating Dlefecbsker May 
22 with a well.died, herd- 
working election machine. 
Fourth on the ballot" Is 
i i t t leknown Ca lgary  
salesman John DeBruyixe. 
Walter Carter, former 
federa l  MP  and  fo rmer  
prov inc ia l  f i sher ies  
minister, is carrying the 
s~r. PETERSBUI~G, Fla. 
(AP) -- In practical terms, 
the straw vote held at 
F lo r ida 's  Democratic 
convention this weekend 
didn't mean a thing. 
But supporters of the 
president-  saying they're 
"exhilarated, excited and 
thr i l led" - -  say they're 
ready to beat he chs"enger 
from Massachusetts in this 
"-'southern ~tate that helped 
put Jimmy Carter in the 
White House three years 
ago. 
Both sides are bracing for 
a bruising battle for 
Florida's 100 delegates tothe 
Democratic national con- 
ventinoo to be held in New 
Those delegates will be 
chosen in the state primary 
March 11 in which registered 
Democrats vote. 
"We have to take our case 
for the president o every 
single voter in the state," 
said Jay Hakes, Carter's 
Florida campaign manager. 
"We'll have to have a much 
wider audience than we've 
had up to this point." 
Carter's allies were 
pleased with the lopsided 
victory he scored over 
Senator Edward Kennedy on 
the straw ballet Sunday as 
the three-day convention 
'came to a close with the 
atmosphere of a Carter 
campaign rally. 
Times back with bang 
LONDON (Router) "-- The 
Sunday Timea returned to 
newsstands Sunday after 
almost a year's break in 
publication because of a 
bitter labor dispute over pay 
and new teeimology. 
Its front page carried what 
it .called an exclusive 
photograph of some of the 
hostages inside the U.S. 
embassy in Tshran and a 
lead story on the current 
British spy saga headlined: 
"CharehiU's man reveals yet 
another spy." 
foreign office," but refused 
to disclose his Identity. ' . 
"I saw him the other day 
for the first time in 40 
years." Colvlile said. 
The Sunday Times printed 
three sections, as before - -  
general news, cultural and 
business news - - .and two 
color magazines instead of 
the usual one, 
In its features ection, the 
newspaper carried the first 
Instalment of the memoirs of 
former U.S, state secretary 
Henry Kiaslnger, shortly to 
But after a 40-minute It was not immediately smoothly." crossed, strong hopes of the' Con- be published in book form in 
between peoples, delay, the convoy resumed determined what will be servatlves in Burls-St. 
"I ann°unce this place its j°urney when city °f" d°ne with the material" P tot lkT rky It quoted Sir Joha Colvtlie, Britain. 
open as of today to all ficials decided not to Jones said the ope a u e George's against less ex- secretary to the wartime .The Times, Britain's 
perieneed Roger Simmons British prime minister, as omes~ ually newspaper, believers, to all the faithful evacuate any of the 6,122 nitroglycerin "is in liquid 
from the three faiths, withno residents, and the explosive form, butitispaddedandthe VATICAN CITY (AP) -- "to participate in for the Liberals and Dave saying he had helped us- reappeared last Tuesday. 
restrictions so that hey may was safely delivered to a man handling it is satisfied The Vatican says the visit celebrations honoring St. MscKinnou for the NDP. cover a top civil servant who The dispute affecting both 
come and address the Lord." ammunition dump in Mason that it is stable." Pope John Paul will make to And.rows, the patron saint of The unknown force here is 'hod given information to papers has not been fully 
About 500 guests flew into County. Turkey next week will the Church of Con- the strength shown by the Guy Burgess, who fled to resolved, but managemem 
the southern Sinai for the Point Pleasant Mayor launch serious talks on the stantinople." . NDP in electing Poase Faour Moscow in 1961. and unions reached an 
,¢ ceremony, including Israeli Many people living within John Musgrave said town reunion of the Roman . The pontiff' said he will as their first provincial • MP Colville described him as agreement to resume officials and a U.S. 100 metres of the route were officialswereftrstnotlfiedof Catholic and Eastern Or- also visit the shrine to the in a byeleetiou and then in one of the best braias lathe production last month. 
delegation led by Robert briefly evacuated as a state the convoy about 10 p.m. thodox churches. Virgin Mary at Ephesus, in the general election last , 
' • g l  ' 
Strauss, outgoing Middle police cruiser modified with Sunday when state police ,~  o . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ western Turkey, where the year. I t  s meatus  ess  but,.. 
East envoy, a blast shield and escorted asked that streets along a . . . . . . . .  . . . .  n, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Third Ecumenical Council m WORKED FOR DIEF 
Israel, which captured the by a balfdozen patrol cars, proposed route be blocked ~ur ;~go~;ooy j~,~go~ ,~1 proclaimed her the Sarradenee makes as TEHRAN(Reuter)--Iran Thaagencyaisoquofedofl 
Sinai desert in 1967, turned "moved past on its 112- off.Butbyla.m.,Musgrave ?,.:.~---.-y,e,?-~,~: . . . . .  • mother of Gad. much us he ean out of having said today it would stop Minister.AtiAkbur Molnfar 
over the Mount Sinai portion ldlometrejourney, said, state police asked macnewmgoroAnKaraana 'V~e mr,~-~,, ,,sit ,h~ urlleled under Dtefenhaker nsingU.S, dollerstepayfur as saying Ires had not 
of southern Sinai to Egypt Officials said the people living along the route Istanbul at the end of the - "". -': ~ ' 'b  "~ - ' :  " - " ' :  and later having joined his its imports and asked other reduced its oil preductisn --M,~ .^ ...~, ..~ M. . .~ .  murm token y Jonn k'aul 
last Thursday, two months nitroglycerin ~vas found in a be evacuated, ~***~-,~.~,,,o..~,,~ v~*-~-  since he became Pope in law f irm while making as oil-producing nations not to and did not intend to despite 
ahead of schedule, so Sadat Putnam County house 'With the convoy so close . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  October ~u will be=in little as he can out of having accept American currency its halt ou U,S, exports: 
Church, Demetrius I, and . . . . . .  o-. Pierre Trudeau as federal for their oil. • . He was quoted as Saying could held the anniversary Sunday afternoon, but what and traffic already backed Nov, 28, Vatican sources Liberal leader, the haltin exports to theU,S. 
± said. 
The Pope said the Vatican Harradenea s ys frankly a Commerce Minister Reza had'increased, not reduced, 
isontheeveof"atheelngieal campaign visit by Trudeau 'sedr, in an interview with Iran's oil revenues. MONDAY 5 p.m. tO midnight dialogue with the venecah]e --  ho didn't get ene -- would the official Pars news Although he did. not 
have filled any bail in the agency, said lran planned to elahorate, heapparentiywaa 
Orthodox churches to riding to overflowing, but stop using U.S. dollars to pay referring to reporte that Iran , • ~ - , overcome together the 
1 differences still existing likely would cost him votes, for its imports and indicated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Both Liberal and NDP It was moving to cut all has been selling much of its 
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oil on the highprlced spot 
1 1 CBUFr betweenpatriarchthem."Demetrius ex- camps are taking great economic ties with the U.S. market. 
"dee "o " comfort | roma visit to pressed p j  y overthe Pore lgo . . .M~nLater .  , Desvltehisstatero.eptth~t 
, , papal visit. A source in the Prince Albert Wednesday by Abolhaasan'Ba~i-Sadr'cailed ~ Pr/~Vu~t~  W~ ;n~ hei~g 
La Femme Greek Orthodox Patriar- Prime Minister Joe Clark on other oil-exporting cut, Moinlar also was quoted 
Blonlque chate in Istanhul said "the who, they say, drew fewer countries not to accept U.S. as saying the increased 
Cont'd personality of the ruling than 500 to hear him speak, dollars far their oil in order revenue meant here was no 
need to retain the same level Coot'd ; Pope gives new hope" for Both cousider the turnout to alter the world monetary of oil production as before. 
, , ending the schism between to hear a prime minister system. 
Ca Solr thechurches that has existed very weak although 
Edition j for 925 years. Eggum's  campaign  
Paclflque The Roman Catholic and manager, Gord Dobr- Students back in class 
Actualltes Eastern Orthodox churches owolsky, said the number at- 
, , split in 1054 when many tendlng was clsaer to 700 and SEOUL (AP) -  Students martial law was declared 
A Contrepolds Christian churces in the thalDiefenbuker had seldom a[73 of South Korea's 84 following Park's aneas- 
Coot'd West decided' to recognize come as close as Clark to colleges'and universities sinatio;n Oct. 26. 
La Fine the bishop of Rome as filling the same hall. returnedto classes today for '"we'~dntdemoeraey nd
Cuisine supreme over other bishops. In Barin-St. George's, Ed the 'first time since the the freedom to speak on 
, , The decision 'resulted in Broadbent, national NDP assassination of President campus," said a woman 
Terre mutual excommunication leader, visited scattered Park Chung-hee, apparently studying biology at Seoul 
Humalne orders by Pope Leo IX'and settlements with MacKin- willing to give the new National. "We haven't seen 
• government a chance before any concrete actions yet but Tale. Pat r ia rch  M ichae l  non, awellimown32.year-old 
selection Caerularius of Con- founding organizer ~ the renewing demands for we can .wait for a few democratic reform, mouths," 
, stantlnople, the name for Newfoundland Fishermen, There were no placards or 
~ Cont'd lstanbul until 1950. Food and Allied Workers demonstrators visible at A graduate student at 
ica nt'd The Roman Catholic Union. 
Coot'd Church now has 600 million Simmons, 39, like Carter Seoul National University, Yousel University said the 
Cont'd members, while Eastern left provincial politics to run Korea University or Yoneei government will have to 
, Orthodoxy has 200 million in this byelection, but while University. The government, carry out its pledges to 
followers. Papal authority is Carter got personal m;ppert now headed by Acting rewrite Park's constitution, 
from Transport Minister President Chef Kyuhah, hold free elections and 
Gmt'dCoot'd still the chief issue in dispute Don Mazankowski and Park's last premier, re. review the cases of political 
between the two churches, Journal which generally share the Senator Jack Marshall, moved the armed soldiers prisoners imprisoned for 
Et Meteo , same beliefs but have vari. Simmons did without major who had been stationed at advocating democratic 
ations in religious practices, national support, campus entrances after reforms. 
.Sport In the Eastern Church, the 
Ja,n. isus lly suag Fraud in  recru i t ing  
Coot'd . not celebrated every day, TALK more malpraetice among 
Cont'd and married men can be 
• ' JUST  
Balzamo ordatned although marriage Investigation of the U.S. seasoned recruiters than 
Cont'd ; is forbidden after ordinafiou. Army's worst recruiting among newer recruiters. HOT AI~ scandal since the end of the Many of those who lost their 
Coot'd " nab  draft in 1973 shows that up to jobs had received awards for Sowets 12,700 soldiers were enlisted recruiting successes. 
' " d i "  WHISTLER, B.C. (CP) through fraud or other Seventy.five per cent of ssidents - Talk of a volcano at irregular practices daring the eases of fraudulent or 
• :' -' .:, ' Whistler Mountain, 90 the last two years, officials irregular enlistments in- 10 a.m. to 5 p,m. ~'.~TORONTO (CP) ' Soviet kilometros north of Said tudav, volved discrepencles In the 
~cret  police are conducting Vancouver, has turned educational records of 
. .1 , mass arrests to keep out to be nothing Imt hot Opening thebooks on a six- potential recruits who hod 
dissidents away from forelgn air. month investigation, the not graduated from high 
Passe' ~isltors during the 1980 Smoke and fumeswere army told Congress that 427 school, officials said. 
Partout '~ * ()lympics in Moscow, says spotted Thursday rising recruiters have been Other cases involved 
N~azlne Paisa Moroz, the wife of front a peak in Garibaldi relieved of their duties in the illegal coaching for enlist. 
, Express , . , exiled Ukrainian dissident Parkbyapilotflyingover last year because of ment ests and eoncealmeat 
Au fll de . ~ Valentyn Moroz. the urea. . malpractice, of police records, medical 
Is Semalne In an interview Saturday, However, Dr. Jack Officials said there was problems and dependents. 
Enfants du Mrs. Moroz said through an S0uthor, a volcano expert 
47A interpreter that the KGB for the federal govern. 
• ~ have begun a "clean-up ment, Said Sunday he Valance pleads guilty 
PaPa / campaign" in an attempt to found no evidence of MONTREAL Char Papa / stop dissidents from corn- volcanic ash or smoke (CP) [he Populaire de 
Leg mtmieatingwith the Western around the ares. . Jeanne Valence pleaded Sherbrcoke Eat, the credit 
Gxlueluches ~ world. SOuthor did discover guilty today to extortion in union for which Marion 
. , '  Mrs, Moroz and Nadia that slash burning was the 82-day kidnapping of worked and from which the 
Coot'd Svitlychna, a former Soviet under way about 16 credit union official Charles kidnappers ought a large 
Cont'd high school principal .who kilometres from the site Marion in 1977. ransom before the Marion 
Journal was Jailed for anfl-$ovlet reported. The surprise plea, which family actually paid a 
et Femme agitation and propaganda, He aald the pilot, Victor came minutes before reduced amount of $S0,000. 
, , spoke during the weekend at Andrucson, 18, of iawyerswere toShave started Marion was released 
Cont'd a Free Ukrainian. Warld Saskatoon, probably choosing Jury members for uninjured. 
Cont'd Congress convention, made a navigational her trial, cut short 
error in reporting the proceedings that were ex- M~. Valenoe's guilty plea 
Cinema Mrs. Moroz, who arrived point where he saw the peeted, to last several came after a lengthy trial 
Cont'd in New York in August as smoke. Souther said mouths, last year in which her 
' ' part of a trade between the Andrucson apparently Mtortheplea Was entered, husband Claude was eon-  
Cont'd UnltedStates and the Soviet had never seen Slash Crown prosecutor Pierre rioted ot extortion, but 
Cont'd Unionofpoiiticalprlsoners, barnlng before and may Sanve obtained permission acquitted on the more 
Omt'd their families and Russian have come to the wrong from Superior Court to with- serious charges of kldmp- 
Cont'd spies, said most former conclusion, draw four other chafes of ping, conspiracyand forcible 
'Boblno '! political prisoners agree Nearby  Mount  conspiraey, l kidnapplng, detention. 
about balf of those in cmtody Garibaldi is a known forcible detek, tion, and a Claude Valence now is Cont'd 
L'Agsnce are Ukrainian. She sal,i the volcano but has not be~n second countl of extortlou, serving a six-year prison 
number of prisoners ,n the active for centuries. Mrs. Valence pleaded term, which is ~belna,ap- 
Brlcole Soviet Union is not known. Ruilty to extortion against pealed. ..... 
1 | 
V I 
! 
District of Terrace Regional District 
x Talstra 929 Area B (Hazellons) 
The vote xGiesbrecht 817 xAllen 
results Nattress 636 Poulin 
x Soutar 613 sway) 
tab  u la ted  Johnson 313 . Area C (Remos etc.) 
Mercer t85 Kerr 
Neilsen 132 x Chen-Wing 
I ~1" I ' I  I I ' ) I I I JH  8 i (  ' l l i '  ~ : l  . . .  ] ; ' t • . [ rj ,~ . ,,'~ O.l I IK l l  1, ,T,,,',•I I i . i f l l , , r i  t i t !  i$ ' , : )  
Area D (Telegraph Creek) 
Klassen 40 
391 Franke 30 
204 Area E (Thornhill, Queen- 
x Watmough 204 
236 Asante 86 
212 G.reening 55 
Federal  money  promised 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
Tom Gorgrave, the 
outgoing president of the 
Yellowhead '. Hi~h~a~ 
• . .0= J.' s J ' 1 i ,  
past weekends con- 
vention in Terrace as a 
turning point in the 
fortunes of the 
Yellowhead Highway. 
Forgrave,  who was 
succeeded by former 
Saskatoon a lderman 
George Dyck as 
association president, 
was enthused by 
assurances of federal 
money for the highway. 
"We will' immediately 
be in touch'with the four 
western  h ighways  
ministers and will be 
encouraging them to ask 
for 
along with the southern 
Trans-Canada route. 
The convention at- 
~acted upwards of 40 
~l~el~t~!~e~ ' "  less than the 
exI~'ct~d '.turtlout of 100. 
The delegation from 
Manitoba never showed 
up, while scheduled 
appearances from the 
deputy  h ighways  
ministers of Alberta and 
Saskatchewan were 
cancelled due to the 
unforeseen postponement 
of the convention two 
weeks ago due to the air 
radio operators strike. 
The convention spent 
most of its morning and 
early afternoon sessions 
examining the state of the 
highway. 
95 municipal it ies con- 
centrated on such 
structural  needs as 
widening the road's 
shoq l~iers . ,  and the 
dasgemus stretches uch 
as the I4 stretch of road 
north of Kamloops. The 
convention voted to ask 
each provincial govern- 
ment to look into the 
conditions of the road 
within each border. 
Terrace Mayor Dave 
Maroney, a past  
president of the 
association, gave a report 
on the state of recon- 
struction of the stretch 
between Terrace and 
Prince Rupert• Maroney, 
along with Prince Rupert 
Mayor Peter Lester, was 
elected • to the 
Mazinkowski (federal 
transport minister)" he 
said. Forgrave expects 
,that meeting wfll"~t~. 
p ac efore t '" 
At this point he has mo 
idea how much money the 
federal  government,  is 
talking about. 
"I would likely suspect 
they are a little shocked 
by the amount of money 
involved," he said. 
"We're probably looking 
at about a billion dollars 
if we're going to upgrade 
the route to national high- 
ways s tandards , "  he 
said. 
Forgrave added that 
Prime Minister Joe Clark 
had earlier indicated he 
wanted the Yellowhead 
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Nattress breaks barriers 
ByEDYUDIN Saturday becoming both 
Herald Staff Writer the only newcomer and 
Molly Nattress made woman to win a seat on 
two breakthroughs on th i s  district council. 
Woman chokes 
on chocolate bar 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
A woman who choked to 
death after eating a 
chocolate bar at a Van- 
couver theatre Friday night 
was one of at least eight 
persons who died acciden- 
tally in British Columbia on 
the weekend. 
Four persons died in 
traffic accidents, one in a 
climbing accident and two 
others in a plane crash. 
Police say Anita Nedeiros 
of Vancouver choked on a 
peanut in the chocolate bar. 
However, her daughter told 
police she had a long history 
of allergic reactions to 
peanuts. An autopsy has 
been ordered to determine 
the cause of death. 
RCMP say two uniden- 
tiffed men were killed when 
the light plane they were 
flying crashed in the Fraser 
River just south of Lillooet in 
the southern Interior Sun- 
day. 
Cause of the crash is not 
known. 
Police say an unidentified 
20-year-old New Brunswick 
man fell 105 metres to his 
death while mountain 
climbing Saturday about 
three kilometres north of 
Golden in southeastern B.C. 
The man was climbing 
with a companion in the 
Hospital Creek area when he 
lost his footing. 
Two men were killed 
Friday night in a two-vehicle 
collision on the Trans- 
Canada Highway about hree 
kilometres east of Field in 
eastern B.C. 
Dead are' 24-year-old 
Edward Henry Bell and 27- 
year-old George Davis Hunt, 
both of Golden, B.C. Police 
say the pair were in a pickup 
truck that collided with a 
semi.trailer t uck. 
Roy Ronnie Stachurski of 
Ymir, B-C, died Friday night 
when his car was in a head- 
on collision with a bus on 
Police say the bus rolled 
down a six-metre em- 
bankment, but the driver 
escaped injury. 
The highway was lightly 
covered with snow at the 
time. 
Fifty-nine year-old Harold 
George Nelson of Kelowna, 
B-C, was killed Friday night 
on Highway 1, about 18 
kilometres east of Sicamous 
in the southern Interior. 
Nelson was driving a 
pickup truck which was in a 
collision with a tractor 
trailer unit. 
The Canadian Press 
survey, from 6 p.m. Friday 
to midnight yesterday, does 
not include homicides, 
suicides or industrial ac- 
cidents. 
Alberta reported three 
traffic fatalities. Manitoba 
had one traffic death and one 
fire death, Saskatchewan 
reported three traffic 
fatalities. 
Ontario had three traffic 
deaths and four fire deaths 
• while Quebec reported eight 
traffic deaths. 
Nova Scotia had one traffic 
fatality and one death in a 
hunting accident. 
. There were no accidental 
deaths reported in New 
'Brunswick, Prince Edward 
Island and Newfoundland. 
The survey excludes in- 
dustrial deaths, layings and 
known suicides. 
Bus route 
meeting 
W~inesday, Nov. 21, it will 
be Thomhill residents' turn 
to speak out on the bus route 
issue. Their meeting hap- 
pens in the Thornhill 
Community Centre at 7:30 
p.m. 
STARVE A FEVER 
Highway 3, about I0 Mark Twain believed 
kilometres west of Salmo in ~ ..fastlng to be onq'of the best 
the West Kootenay. cures for~any illness.' 
However, she didn't  
attribute her victory to 
the fact that she was a 
woman. 
"I hope I didn't get in 
because I'm a woman, I
hope I got in because 
people think I will do a 
good job," she said. 
Nattress, who has had 
experience working on 
the Advisory Recreation 
Committee and has at- 
tended council meetings 
in the past," says she's 
ready to go to work at her 
new job. 
There was speculation 
on Saturday night as to 
the role to be played by 
the only novice on 
council. Former Terrace 
Mayor Vic Jolliffe ex- 
pects it will make the job 
easier for one returning 
a lderman,  He lmut  
Giesbrecht, ofwhom he is 
a staunch supporter. 
"It will be a more 
balanced council, with 
Nattress replacing 
Soutar," he said. "It will 
give support to the odd- 
man out Giesbrecht and 
will bring Talstra, whose 
vote is slowly rising each 
election, in line with a 
Ta ls t ra -G iesbrecht -  
Nattress al l iance as 
compared with Pease, 
Cooper and Perschke." 
"The mayor will be 
called upon more often to 
split the tie vote," he 
added, in reference to 
Dave Maroney who was 
returned by acclamation. 
"This will shape up to be 
an interesting election for 
1980 and will provide a 
better view on the 
amalgamation issue." 
Nattress made no 
eommittments to align 
herself with Giesbrecht, 
though she added, "I 
think it is possib!e we will 
have things in common." 
She attributed the suc- 
cess her success in large 
part to the people who 
helped her campaign. 
Talstra and Giesbrecht 
both noted her orientation 
• towards recreation was 
in line with the priorities 
of Alan Soutar, who was 
narrowly defeated. 
Among the also-rans, 
Mickey Johnson made 
the strongest showing 
garnering 313 votes in his 
campaign to publicize the 
Kitsumkalum ski hill 
issue• The youngest 
candidate, 29-year-old 
Russell Mercer received 
185 votes in his itinitial 
campaign. The other 
woman candidate, Lily 
Nielsen, finished in 
seventh place with only 
132 votes, despite an 
intensive door-to-door 
campaign. 
JACK TALSTRA 
HELMUT GIESBRECHT 
MOLLY NATTRESS 
HOME HEATING COSTS SOLVED! 
:REE HEAT MACHINE 
CREDITS: 
, CSA l i s ted /approved 
No. 113-1976 
U/L l i s ted /approved No. E58255 
"Wood Burning Journa l /  
commit tee  selected the 
"Free Heat Mach ine"  
for the White  House 
Tested/cert iF ied by ut i l i ty  
companies  
Laboratory  tested 
a meeting im- established as Canada's . The reports from the associat ion's board of 
mediately with Mr. second national highway, local delegates from the directorS.' ' 
t~,: ' U ! ; ' , '  " '  ;~ . . .  . 
Money means:,, .... i better road""..... " 
y U IN government  :~f6iig~'~ Terrace'on Saturday Otfii~r dpgi'a'aing ex- . .  w -a  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
' ' ' ' . . . .  l e f f i c ient  home heat ing  sys tem 
Herald Staff Writer through on the icorn- Earber  in the  day, pendzt~0 i f ld 'mc lude  
Plans to upgrade this mittment to provide about 40 delegates from $35 milllon from Tete 
province's portion of the funding, the Deputy B.C., , Alberta, and Jatme to Kamld6p's; $60 , . n 
Yel lowhead highway, Highways Minister Bob Saskatchewan had  milliod ft'oliiKdrfilooi~$~t0 • The Free Heat Ngtchlne well produce up to 3e,000 BTU'sof useable heat. 
over an eight to 10-year Harvey  told . the received assurances Merritt an~ an additional -. Enough to reduce your heating bill byasmuch as75 percent. 
period could be cut to five Yel lowhead Highway from Kamloope-Sh,.swap $150 mill ion foe" a :new • Heats up to 1500 sq. ft. of living area; even more area with an In.home 
mrced air system. years if the federal Association convention i  
Theatre to try 
to get a *laugh 
TheTerrace Little Theatre Terrace audiences will be 
will be  presenting acting in this play. Cindy 
"Doubles'",, a farcical Johnson plays two parts, 
comedy set in a small town ~elley and Lily, Michalle 
in Mexico, the evenings of Buffer plays Wilma, Janet 
Nov. 29 and 30, and Dec. McCoil is Amy, Penny Kent 
1,6,7, and 8. " is Luz, John Rleketts plays 
,¢  , ,  Doubles was written by George and Mark La Prairie 
plays Junllan. 
Fred Carmiehael and is- Veteran Little Theatre 
directed by Ken Morton and members Brain Koven, 
M~'ry Haiisor. Daivid Dossor and Ken 
Several actors new Morton complete the cast. 
I WEATHER 
• Northern Mainland, Queen tonight 4to 6 on the coast and 
Charlottes: Overcast today 2 to 4 inland. Cloudy Tuesday 
with occasional rain this with showers and gusty 
morning becoming con- winds. Highs ? to 10 on the 
tinuous by afternoon. Strong coast and 4 to 7 inland. 
.~s~at~igi~,6,,to 9 on the Chllcotln, Carlboo, Central 
nd 4 to 6 Inland~ Lows In.terler: Cloudy today 
M.P. Bob Cameron that 
Pr ime Minister Clark 
intended to honor a 
pledge to provide federal 
money for the 3,105 
kilometre long northern 
route stretching from 
Prince Rupert and 
Terrace and through the 
four western provinces to 
Winnipeg. 
Harvey says  the 
province intends to spend 
an estimated $340 million 
in the next l0 years to 
bring the Yellowhead up 
to national, highway 
standards. He told the 
delegates at the Terrace 
hotel the spending would 
include $95 million from 
Prince Rupert to Tete 
Jaune on .the Alberta 
border. The recon- 
struct ion of br idges 
between Terrace and 
Kitimat would be a large 
part of the spending, the 
deputy minister .in- 
dicated. 
extension from Merritt to 
Hope. 
This allocation is 
scheduled over the next 
10 years, a period which 
will be substantial ly 
reduced if Cameron's 
weekend promise is 
followed through. 
While the M.P, from 
Kamloops-Shuswap 
didn't think there would 
be anything for the 
Yellowhead in Finance 
Minister John Crosbie's 
upcoming budget, he 
urged quick action on the 
part of the provinces. 
"Prime Minister Clark 
wants the four western 
highways ministers to get 
together with him and 
Transport Minister Don 
Mazinkowski and work 
out a formula and then 
they'll discuss figures," 
he said, indicating no 
financial formula was 
avai lable at this 
preliminary stage. 
I I '  I I I I '1  I '  
TOP I n An | I 
i ?F 
m ~  / Bo.o.~'oEp,, h~ 
THE FREE HEAT 
MACHINE'can be heating. 
your home TOMORROW! 
Tile t |ml ~S qPflt.J~fltIprP~ tO h| easi ly in lo 
you,  P~.,sllng fnason~/tlrp[,~;l(-O AtIof ~'l,C,. 
St~fY't'~y VOIJ ILJSI 5h(JP ~I 'HIO DIIICQ CDf)" 
nec l  thP L, IecIIJCd! CDf~.J at%LJ s lat :  ~I h l l~  
FOr t'noro in lo r lndhot~ (}c,(, uS a ca l l  
Bring measurements 
of your flreploce 
,e Built-In fans move 160 cubic f,.,et of warm filtered air per minute through tO our Woodburnlng Show 
the "Free Heat Machine" system. 
• Decorative I/d' tempered glass doors prevent heat Ires. 
• Certified consumer safe 
• Eliminates most smoking problems. 
UNUSUAL ~ I  
_~ OPPORTUNITY ~ 1  
| .w.:..-t.,m=, 
! 
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EDITORIAL 
The elections are over and now it is 
time to get back to work. 
There has been a considerable amount 
of bickering in council, squabbling which 
prevented constructive debate and 
progress on the city's business. 
The priorities of city council should be 
an orderly and cautious movement 
toward making this city an acceptable 
place to live and work in. Let us see if 
they can keep to that and not let personal 
hobby horses run away with them. 
The vote in Thornhill was a strong 
statement of confidence in Les Wat- 
mough,.a man who has voiced his op- 
position to amalgamation and his 
distrust in the District of Terrace. The 
Terrace council members have to take 
that into account. 
The upset In area C, where Stan Kerr's 
Lakelse Lake supporters turned out and 
Alice Chen.Wing's supporters in the 
outlying areas did not, means a further 
right wing voice in the regional district 
and less opposition to development. 
Just about everyone who shops for groceries is 
likely to be aware of the grade markings that appear 
on the labels or packaging of various food products. 
But how many consumers bother to use that in- 
formation to save money on their grocery bin? 
Poultry, beef carcasses, eggs, dairy products, fruit" 
and vegetables are all graded for quality according to 
standards et by federal and provincial legislation. 
These food grades are determine~, by ,~h~si~pl•.~ 
characteristics, such as appearante,'.~olou/~;~i~t | 
and maturity, and not by nutritional content. So when 
more than one grade is available, itmakes good sense 
to consider grades other than Grade A or fancy, and 
buy the one best suited to the use you'll make of the 
product. 
Grade B eggs, unfortunately rarely sold in super- 
markets, are B's because, when broken out for frying 
or poaching, they spread out. For other uses, where 
appearance doesn't matter, they are entirely 
satisfactory. 
Grade B poultry is not always to be found either, but 
it's a good buy if you can get it. It's not as well fleshed 
and fattened as A and it may have a few short skin 
tears, minor discolourations, and pinfeathers, but the 
pinfeathers are easily removed, and no one will know 
about he other minor faults by the time the bird is on 
the table. 
Utility poultry must at least qualify for Grade B, but. 
one or more ports may be missing. It makes little 
difference if it is the tip of the wing•that is missing, or 
a drumstick if you are a white meat fan. 
Grade B beef may have a somew'ha~cba'rse texture 
and lack the marbling that is found.in~ac~e A, but it 
is every bit as good as A for some mefli~s of cooking. 
Try a small piece of grade B to see~:how you like it 
before you decide to buy a whole side ~ beef..' 
Commercial or Canad, C apple~ may be less 
uniform in shape or less well cnioured than Fancy and 
may have other minor defects, but they are just as 
good for cooking and are a more sensible buy for the 
price-conscious consumer. 
The same advantages apply to Domestic, Orchard 
Run, Commercial nd C grades of other fruits, and to 
Canada No. 2 vegetables. 
Canned fruits and vegetables are also graded. 
Standard grade is probably just as flavourful as 
Fancy or Choice but is not as uniform in size and may 
have minor defects that slightly affect the ap- 
pearance. Standard grade may not be as tender. 
Canned green or wax beans, for example, may be 
coarse and stringy, and canned pens may be firm and 
mealy, but they're quite suitable for soup or stew or 
casseroles. Canned fruit may contain some core, 
seeds, or skin, but this makes very little difference 
when you use it in a pudding, a gelatin or frozen 
dessert. 
Some fruit and vegetable juices are graded Fancy 
and Choice. Choice juic~ may contain very small bite 
of skin or minute pieces of seed and may not be quite 
as flavourfui as Fancy. 
Frozen fruits and vegetables are also graded Fancy 
and Choice. Choice is not as perfect in appearance and 
not as uniform as Fancy, but again, the cheaper grade 
is just as good for puddings, stews, or casseroles. 
Butter, skim milk powder, honey and maple syrup 
are also graded, however, usually only the top grade is 
available in retail steres. 
You can savea good deal on your food bill by buying 
by grade. SO when you have a choice, consider 
grade, and consider the savings. 
• . " .  
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OTTAWA OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
Ottawa - Here it is again-the hint, the fear, even the 
threat hat the government, looking for ways to cut 
spending, will squeeze it first from the most helpless 
sector of the population, the pensioners. 
Paul E. McRae, Liberal MP for Thunder Bay- 
Aitkokan, touted, before the fall of the Trudeau 
government, as next in line for the Cabinet, was 
bSl~eaking on the first of a series of Old Age Security 
Is. 
This priority of government business-its obvious 
preoccupation with social security, persuading it to 
schedule the pension bill as the first item of its 
legislative list-was token by Mr. MoRse as an 
ominous ign of the shape of things to come. 
His bottom line was that he had "kept hearing" that 
universality of pensions is dead. 
Which has to mean there is an income test in the 
offing. 
If this be the government's intention, it will matter 
not that you paid taxes all your working life to provide- 
-among other things-funds for your pension. 
What will count in separating the elderly and retired 
into two groups-the pensioned, andthose to be denied 
them-will be the level of family income. 
Wben It exceeds a certain, still unspecified level, the 
pension wi.11 he lowered progressively in relation to 
family income to the vanishing point. 
The odd thing is that Mr. McRae, among other 
parliamentarians, has "kept bearing"-and saying- 
these things, and the government has remained silent. 
There has been no confirmatlon, it could scarcely be 
expected, since governments like to make their 
negative moves before public opinion can build and 
hun hostile. 
But more significantly, there has been no 
discounting of the persistent rumor, much less an 
outright denial. 
Mr ~c.Rae said he had the uneasy feeling that the 
Deparu,|ent of National Health and Welfare was being 
downgraded from its "Big Agency" status of largely 
determining social policy rata'something like a bra~nch 
of the Post Office. 
At that level it will. do little more than mail out 
cheques. 
The power, suggested Mr. MoRse--again with the 
government si ting in silence-was passing from what 
used to be the National Health and Welfare Depart- 
ment o "some kind Of a committee with a new super- 
minister of social development." 
In this atmosphere of uncertainty and confusion, 
~porhapo deliberately created by tl~ government, 
responsibility was difficult If not impouible to pin 
down. 
"At this point," he went on, "we do not quite know to 
whom, in the cabinet, o put our qu~tlom, or who in 
the inner cabinet has the.power ofpolicy Initiation and 
decision.' . . . .  
What is known Is that the g~ernment is planning- 
or actually already intO-: a comprehensive overall 
study of social policy. 
And there, up in the sir, hanging perhaps like a 
"trial balloon," as he phrased it, is the question of 
pension universality. 
"Somebody makes a statement that the principle is 
at stake, somebody eke says univereality is dead. 
"It might be," he suggested, "that (he government 
is ~'ying these things-including skyrncketlng gas .and 
oil prices-for size, with the idea of 'frightemng 
people.' "
On that basis, ff the rumors are true, and the 
government cuts-into pensions and the general living 
alandard-are not as draconian as feared, then 
everyone breathes easier and is grate~! to the kindly 
government. 
They lose, but not as much as they could, and the 
government that has psyched them wire brownie 
points. 
Listen to the talk--and hear nothing from the 
government-and be alerted Umt if tt happens to 
pensions, Itwill happen to all federal soolsi spending. 
All, that is, except he automatically increasing 
benefits that the politicians and public service have' 
~egislated for themselwJ. 
Now there is wh,.'e the government could save and 
set an example, mstead of setting itseff up as a 
privileged class, above and beyond the ordinary 
taxpayer. 
Through the offices in Ottawa and in. they con- 
munlties in the riding, we get a lOt. ox enqmnes such as, 
"Well, what kind of work do you do an nay, anyway.,. 
' Of course,every M.P. would answer that in a different 
way, but it might be interesting to readers to learn 
more about he kind of work that posses through our 
office in Ottawa and offices in the ridinR. " i  
The most frequent kind of problem is the individual 
or family who is concerned about delay or dlfficulty_hl 
getting a particular form of 'payment form .the 
government. Usually these deal with old age pensions, 
disbility pensions, income tax rebates, unemployment 
insurance, and programs of a similar sort. In most 
eases, the delays are not unjustified: the government 
was not told of address change, changes in status of 
the marriage, etc. etc. A phone call from the local 
office or from my Ottawa staff usually can solve'a 
. " "  
difficulty of this sort. 
The forms, applications and so on that we are all 
burdened with have to be done properly or foul-ups 
end up slowing the process. Often I wish the govern- 
ment agency concerned would tell the person directly 
why the pension cheque was less, 'etc, rather than 
in~,olving a third party (i.e. me) but those difficulties 
are usually quickiy and easily sorted out. i 
Another large group of cases come form individuals 
and groups who have goen to the government for 
funding of a program or just to get informatlo p on a 
government project that involves them. 
Municipalities write to me to find out what the 
government is doing about he local weather station, 
airstrip, health clinic, wharf and floats, etc. ere, | 
attempt in those situations to get cl~ification, fr~0..m 
the Minister and Department involvea as to what m 
going on, when, why or why not, and in what fashion 
will the work be done. 
In handling items of this nature, I find each o~f 
different end it is most enlightening when t or my stax 
start phoning or writing. Often it means going directly 
to a Minister, explaining the problem, andpressing for 
a commitment. In many cases, the Minister or senior 
officials aren't aware of difficulties, and need only 
such a call from an M.P. before making the ap- 
propriate calls to local officials who can fill them in. I 
notice that my interest in questions of importance to 
larger groups uch as a whole town of an Indian Band 
or group of fishermen sometimes brings quicker 
action than an individual case. I think speed comes 
from a Minister in a ratio related to the number of 
votes that can be won or lost. That's just a theory so 
far though. 
To date I've had a lot of good, fast action on number 
of important questions:dangerous magnets'in the 
Prince Rupertgrain elevator are to be removed; the 
Postmaster General is examining a number of con- 
crete steps to improve postal services in several 
communities; the Minister of Marine Transport has 
started close examination of coastal search and 
rescue measures recommended by NDP M.P. Ray 
Skelly; the Minister of Transport is looking at ways of 
simplifying airline rebate procedures for Queen 
Charlotte Islanders; we've managed to win difficult 
Individual cases invloving income tax problems; 
immigration proceedings, fishing licensing hassles; 
CMHC housing difficulties; and mix~ups 0f'pension 
cheques. 
To date I've found all of these efforts very 
satisfying. Insome cases, concrete r sults are visible, 
in others, only time and effort brings success. I am 
impressed with the quality of our own public em- 
ployees: I get cooperation and genuine efforts to 
assist. Often, the problems in the bureaucracies with 
red tape are not the fault of local government workers, 
but originate here in Ottawa where higher levels don't 
realize the day to day difficulties faced by both the 
public and the government employees. 
Many of the more long term and most serious 
problems facing residents of Northwesiern B.C. and 
our communities cannot and will not be solved by an 
M.P. like myself working on a Minister, a deportment, 
or a government official. The Liberal and Con- 
scrvative policies that have meant higher and higher 
interest rates; that have brought more unemployment 
and more inflation, that mean higher taxes for in- 
dividuals and less taxes for giant corporations, etc. 
cannot be reversed by just one M.P. 
Those questions must be faced by every concerned 
citizen: the voice of myself and our caucus cannot do 
the job alone, we must be supported by public opinion. 
Cabinet Ministers and the government must be mad~ 
to realize what hose policies mean to our people here, 
who must face increasing prices and other problems 
one daily basis. In the long run that is what's reall X 
;mportant, because so many other problems tem 
~rom these larger questions. 
J 
In talking about my work in this column, I'd llke to 
troy my thanks to the people in the community offices 
for myself and our provincial M.L.A's and the staff In 
my Ottawa office. I could do little without their 
assistance. 
A reminder that you can phone my local office and- 
or contact here in Terrace at 638-1818, orwrite me e~o 
the House of Commons, Ottawa, Ontario, KIA Ow2, 
TODAY IN HISTORY J 
Nov. 19, 1979 
The first of wo northwest 
rebellions ofthe Metis under 
Louis Riel broke out 110 
~hearn ago today -- in 1869. 
e Metis, who were the 
hunters, boatmen and, 
carters of the Red ,River in 
Rupert's Land, were alnr. 
reed at the possibility of 
mass immigration i to the 
area when the Hudson's Bay 
Company handed over 
jurisdiction to the govern. 
meat of Canada. The sub- 
sequent uorising eventually 
led to the formation of the 
province of Manitoba. 
1493 -- Christopher 
Columbus discovered.the 
island of Puerto RicO. . 
1828 -- Composer Franz 
Schubert died. 
1883 -- Abraham Lincoln 
delivered his Gettysburg 
address, 
1919-- The U.S. Senate re- 
jected the Treaty of Ver- 
sailles. 
19S4 -- The United States 
announced that ~it.~rwouM 
build a radar ~mi~g 
system acrou ,, A¢~IIe 
Canada. 
• 1 . . . . . " - , ' . , ~ , r ~ ~ - -  +, j',.-~,,,; . 
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TORONTO (CP) - -  Joe Ontario Premier William 
Clark,s government is Davis as the only govern- 
spreading misery among sent  leader who is defon- 
Canadiahs while Clark dtng Canada. Sunday, he 
himself is doing more flip- closed it saying Clark was 
flops tSan a trampoline, ~ too weak to stand up to either 
P ierreTrudcautold Ontario provincial governments or 
Liberals on Sunday in a 
• biting ispeech that was in 
The Herald, Mondav November 19, 1979 Page '; 
rudeau takes  Quebec workers strike 
lark to town oo:z  eml~kP~s in ant m the Quebec Federailon of negetiatious go sour "Within twoweeks[ would 
Roger Bennett, superintendent of operations on lines 3 
to 8 at Alcan's Kitimat Works, has been appointed 
works personnel manager. Bennett began full-time 
service with Alcan Smelters and Cliemieals Ltd. when 
he returned to Kitimat in 1964 as a process engineer. 
He made his first visit in 1963 as a summer student 
before completing his last year in metallurgical 
engineering at UBC. 
Evasion of laws 
just as important 
multinational corporations. 
Trudeau also said in the 
final speech that Clark has 
been doing more flips-flops 
than a trampoline. :d 
While the Tories hsq l  
stopped embarrassing+ 
Canadians with their style of 
government, Trudeau ad- 
ded, they now are making 
those same people angry. 
Saturday, Trudcau told a 
conference session that 
Liberals should not be 
ashamed of criticizing the 
Tories for doing things the 
Liberal party did while it 
was in power. Policies 
change as situations change, 
he said, referring to in- 
creases in bank interest 
rates and oil prices. 
But he added that although 
party strategists knew 
Clark's mortgage deduc- 
" tibility plan would pull in 
votes, they rejected it 
because itWouldn't be right. 
An unofficial but highly- 
visible player in the weekend 
conference was John Turner, 
who quit the Trudeau cabinet 
when be was finance 
minister. 
Although not scheduled as 
• a speaker in any sessions, 
Turner, touted by many as a 
possible replacement for 
Trudeau, was drawing ad- 
mirers wherever he went. 
Asked why the Liberals 
lost the spring election, 
Turner smiled and told a 
reporter: "You know as well 
as I do, but you aren't going 
to hear it from me." 
least 64 of the approximately 
200 hospitals in Quebec 
began en an illegal strike 
today, early reports in- 
dicated. 
Michel Cleroux, a 
spokesman for the Quebec 
Hospital Association, said 
the figure was based on 
partial reports, and more 
hospitals could' be affected. 
It was not immediately 
known to what extent the 
strike, by 63,0000 workers 
belonging to the Con- 
federation of National Trade 
Unions (CNTU). affected 
services at about 150 other 
bealthcare institutions, 
including homes for the aged 
and community clinics. 
Neither union represen- 
tatives nor government 
spokesmen were available 
for comment. 
The only confrontation re- 
ported was at Notre-Dame 
hospital in Montreal, where 
police were called after 
pickets tried to prevent non- 
strikers from entering the 
building. 
Two persons were arrested 
- -  including veteran labor 
leader Michel Chartrand, 
former head of the CNTU's 
Montreal regional council. 
Montreal police spokesman 
Mario D'Arey said he did not 
know what charges might be 
laid. 
Earlier, police had 
escorted nurses through 
picket lines at the Queen 
Elizabeth Hospital in west- 
end Montreal without in. 
cident. It had been thought 
earlier that the nurses might 
refuse to cross picket lines, 
~:,sbarp contrast to earlier, 
' morelackadaisical weekend 
..+...appearances. 
• . In ~o  earlier addresses to
'"'idle donference, the Liberal . : :  + , 
+ leader was subdued and even 
rambling. This time the 
former prime minister had 
+imore than 1,000 Liberals on 
"their feet cheering when he 
:flntsbed. He even gave a 
Woman a rose and a kiss as 
.lie edged through the crowd, 
in a style reminiscent of 
~+Tmdeau mania. 
i,+ Trudeau said the Clark 
kgovernment's mortgage 
L.deduetibllity plan was one of 
" ' le t  the poor pay." 
• A Liberal government 
:'would ditch the tax-benefit 
':U[dan for mortgage property. 
+:+tax payments and use the 
Vmoney to help old-age 
.,':pensioners, Trudeau said, 
:~.adding that the $2½ billion 
needed for the Tortes' 
mortgage scheme would 
:.:increpse monthly pensions 
.,.~:$10o. 
' l~deau labelled as sean- 
"idalohs Clark's suggestion of
• '.a'$6-a.year increase in the 
": peFbarrel price of oil saying 
!*;~d result would be double 
.+ taxes and half benefits. 
.,;,. /'We are being asked to 
+,p ly  cartel prices that have 
t,, .nothieg to do with producing 
oi l  in Canada," Trudeau 
said. 
+: Friday, Trudeau opened 
Lthe conference .praising 
Labor and teachers in the It was passed to head off a no longer be with the FAS, 
Centrals de l'Ensetgndment 
du Quebec-- had threatened 
to strike but decided at the 
last minute to obey the law, 
at least for the time being, 
while contract negotiations 
• continue• 
Quebec Labor Minister 
Pierre Marc Johnson called 
on CNTU president Norbert 
Redrigue today to use hhis 
influence to end the "legal 
"demonstra:.or," - -  the 
labor minister said it could 
not be termed a strike, 
because the right to strike 
has been lifted. 
Rodrigue said last week he 
would support any union 
members who walked off the 
job. 
Under the special law 
adopted last week individual 
strikers could face fines as 
high as $I00 a day and their 
locals could be rapped with 
fines of $I,000 daily for the 
duration of the strike. 
The law also applies to an- 
other 75,000 public sector and 
government employees. 
They have decided to respect 
the law, but some say they 
may reconsider if 
legal strike by all members (social affairs detmrtmenth 
of the common front, and to I'd be dead," he joked. 
prevent strike action by 
provincial civil servants, Although early returns in- 
nursesand otherhealtltcare dicated that Q["L affiliates 
professionals currently opposed the strike, final 
results were that 55 per cent 
negotiating with the gov- backed the illegal action. eminent. 
The walkout by the CNTU It was called off, Daoust 
workers, while QFL and explained, "because there 
CEQ members stayed at had been progress at the 
+york, cast doubts on the bargaining table and it 
continued existence of the should result in a set- 
common front, i lement." 
"We're in bad shape; let's The issues standing in the 
face it," said Fernand way of a settlement are job 
Daoust of the QFL, "It's a security, job load and wages, 
question mark whether it The special aw lifting the 
will still exist in a couple of strike right specifies thc 
days." government must make its 
He said that in the seven 
years the front has been 
negotiating asa unit with the 
Quebec government ,  
divisions have come up, but 
they have been resolved. 
About 59 per cent of the 
CNTU social affairs 
members voted to strike. 
Spokesman Donat ion  
Corrtvcau said in a telephone 
.interview Sunday he couldn't 
have called the strike off if 
be wanted to. 
final offers by Wednesday, 
but the union :+ide hoped its 
strike threat would speed the 
process up. 
Daoust said that rite job se. 
ourity attd •ioh load issues 
were pretty well resolved for 
the QFL members and they 
are waiting for a new money 
offer. 
Gilbert suid that the two 
sides are eegaged in "ex- 
ploratory" tall¢.~ on the 
salary questiun. 
Lengthy debate predicte  
for mortgage-tax scheme 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Debate 
on 'the Progressive Con- 
servative mortgage interest 
and property tax credit plan 
gets under way in the 
Commons this week, with 
opposition Mrs prepared to 
dash government hopes for 
speedy approval. 
Both Liberals and New 
Democrats say' they are 
entering the debate un- 
deterred by warnings from 
Government House Leader 
Walter Baker that undue 
TORONTO (CP)--  United and transfer yourself to the although they are not 
States immigration policy is branch." themselves on strike. 
so restrictive that un- The visa is available for Marcel Gilbert of the 
derstanding the policy is not one year and renewable for CNTU told reporters before 
%L :; ~ . ,: . - -  as important as learning to up to five years. Once a the walkouts began that 
+:umrm" ' : : "  + : ; : i s : : w a r n i n  +ot around it, says a u.s. person is in the U.S. with a essential services would be 
' 4111' immigration lawyer who hOlt-immigrant visa, it maintained. Thatmeans that 
~ : conducts eminars for those becomes much easier to in some case such as in '..... ,..i, =, ::: . . . .  '.:::" '- " • .- 
want ing  to move south of the + Obtain permanent resident chronic-care facilities --  up delay could prevent the plan :'of tough t i m e s  border. . status, to 60 per cent of workers from benefitt ing home- 
Edward Bendick said the . In the past, a favorite would remain on the job. owners this year. " 
i" By DAN LEGER Progressive Conservative • move involves considerable ' device for those trying to get The CNTU workers were The government wants to red tape. '., ' a green card was the the only members of the start gradually introdueing 
" CHARLO~ETOWN (CP) association, Clark told a "U.S .  immigratf01~ :bus iness  marr iage .  200,000-member common credits of up to $375 a family 
--Tough economic times are packed hall in a local hotel legislation emanates from Becoming the spouse of a front of public sector era- when taxpayers file their 
' ahead for Canadians, Prime that he budget scheduled for 
'*i Minister Clark told Dec. 11 willhold no perks for four different levels of. '  U.S. citizen seemed one of ployees who walked out in 1979 income tax forms. 
, ~audiences during his individual taxpayers, government --  the state the easiest ways to get defiance of special Baker says the tax credit 
department, state and fed. permanent residence status, legislation suspending the bill must be approved by 
weekend visit to this solidly- But he said his govern- eral labor departments, the The number of quick right to strike in the public Parl iament before the 
Tory province, ment would be tough enough immigration service and the di yore es af te rw a rd,  service. 
-t,~,Here:to.attead, the,annual to bandit the drop in ipublic health service. ' "~ '  ihewe~er, made it obvious i.'.The CNTU's partners in Christmas recess. But be could he hard. 
~ e e ~ # ~  p .~.~ ~..p.9,.l~'.~. _tl~.,coi~d,fpllp.)v [ "And it's dynamic in that ~,Ithat.~e system:w'as be'm~g ~'.tho i frent --. hospital and pressed to get legislation 
y hma~+~:~ .,Am .. . . . . . . . .  s.u~.~ ,~pggG,~,,c, ~.,,;.,q ~new legislation comes down X~bused, Bendicl~ said. ~ In-  ~chooi maintenance workers through before the budget 1 , '~r  And he said the country 
e s 1 J431,y  will eventually approve of --well, almost weekly." migration authorities now 
Bendick said people prefer 'iiwestigate applicants so 
" :  th i  ILl"1 the austere measures to pay $50 for his three-hour thoroughly that obtaining aione r p roposed ,  add ing :  seminar rather than get 'visa through a business 
information free from the 
U.S. consulate in Toronto 
because the consulate is a 
government agency reflect- 
ing immigration policy. 
t "The atmosphere in the 
iconsulate is, to say the least, 
[not co-operative." 
For anyone who does not 
have a parent or a spouse 
who is a U.S. citizen, 
becoming a U.S. resident 
requires careful planning 
and it takes a year to 18  
months to obtain the neces- 
marriage is almost impos- 
sible. 
Last . year., 21,000 
Canadians obtained per- 
manent'resident sta us in the 
U.S., the maximum number 
all~.UBl~lgl~_+ ~as now 
c~ted  ff'X S"~h~i~ars, two 
each in Torunt0, Ottawa and 
Montreal. 
"Canadians want a govern- 
ment hat will face difficult :of centre questions today." 
" qr&~/'~gMrrqrl~lcp ~'/~O~, Preoccupied by the task of 
<-"?  . . . . .  .'~..'.", \ '~ :  .-- potting together an energy- 
-emvtronmem ist ier Jonn -riot-- "ackaae thor .,Jail l 
Fraser said Sunday the e . '~  v e .~ ,~g 
fede..~ . . . . . . . .  , .  m. .  nnu acceptance among ou.- 
• ~ ,++, 5vvv4muvu~ uz.l,m 3 n~N~n~.~.(~ n .nvi~J~.,' ~h~¢k 
- 
l~+.~J-mllllOn .waterlront -.. , .. - - ms on,y appearances were 
eonvenuon centre here. " "'e - r meeti s d 
"I'm eoofident that this at m .TO y_ n.g, an. 
. ... even mere ne spoke only announcement wm ensure ~_i.=., . . . .  " - - "  ^-e - ' s  
the success of the trade and --ou-s before movin-  to the • ,, l~ P convention centre, Fraser main event to deliver his sol4. speech. 
Outside the hotel, about 10 
protesters from the National 
Farmers Union cire~latsd in
the biting cold, carrying 
signs that called for lower 
farm interest rates and 
Airplane was 
hit by rocks 
TOKYO (AP) --  Two All 
Nippon Airways jetliners on 
domestic flights were hit by 
rocks from an erupting 
volcano in southern Japan on 
Sunday, an airline official 
said. The planes landed 
safely and no injuries were 
reported. 
ANA said the rocks broke 
the windshield of a Tristar 
jet earr~ihg'b crew of 11 and 
164J passe~rs  Iwhil~ it was 
flying at 3,300 meh'mpne~r 
s~, .g ln~ y~a~,  a~'.,9 
sary documents. 
The U.S. has an annual 
quota of 290,000 permanent 
resident visas, Commonly 
known as green cards, but 
there is no limit to the 
The Vancouver South MP 
said with the federal com- 
mitment, the city of Van- 
couver can begin con- 
struetion of the centre. 
• ."Details will be worked 
out between officials of the 
three levels, of government 
as soon as possible," Fraser 
said. 
' Deputy premier Grace 
McCar thy  we lcomed 
Fraser's announcement and 
said the centre could be open 
in two years. 
,She said. the provincial 
government, which has 
pledged SIS million to the 
project, has asked the 
British Columbia Develop- 
ment Corp. to come up with a 
formula that would assist he 
city in underwriting some of 
the costs of services, which 
could account for more than 
12' million. 
The City of Vancouver has 
put up $5 million towards the 
project since it was proposed 
IS months ago. 
The project will include a 
trade tower with exhibition 
Spa. c.e and'30 to 40 meeting 
rooms. The centre will be 
linked to a 400-room hotel 
development by Marathon 
Realty Co. Ltd. on an ad- 
jacont ~.S acres. 
,. Marathon,  is seeking 
between $7 million and $10 
?, million as compensation for 
vacat ing the con,,cation 
,oentre site before its lease 
~expires in 1987. 
speech Dec. 11 and the six 
days set aside for budget 
debate. 
MPs could vote against the 
bill outright, seek govern- 
sent support for numerous 
changes in the tax credit 
plan or press fro. a clause in 
the bill that would cause it to 
lapse after four years unless 
renewed by i"arliament. 
BATTERY SPECIAL 
up to 
plus tax 
R27F 75 amp 
With a new Motorcraft 
Battery - The Latest 
in Battery Technology. 
Tot Ford, 
4631 Keiih . . . .  Sale :Ll d. * ....  35-4984 
WHAT I1 THE FRITEJ T 
THIfiG ifi IX ,II A,RI t:I 
. , . . , , . ,  . . . . . .  
improved transportation a d number who may enter as 
marketing for agricultural 'non-immigrants. This is 
products, where Bendick gets around 
The prime minister met policy. 
briefly with the demon- . "Incorporate. yourself, 
strators and premised to then open a subsidiary in the 
take their concerns to the United States," +he said. 
federal cabinet for con- +"Lease office space, hire a 
sideration. But he said later U.S. citizen as a recapilonist, 
..Fjr,+l an su +ff : :'°+ 
i I TORONTO (CP) - -  While gaOH{~¥~5~'~e~ OPl~lt~ ~., 
police and emergency crews. Rail .,dmllQman~ aidJ nl ~I+: 
~gere being congratulated for Thq~m~ t l~  aq~ i+~,+,:+ 
their part  ,, in the f i ret ' ight~ WPl~di~ Izu~t 
' " ' " " tti but E[ie~L Mnss issauga ,  Ont . ,  afterobserva on  !~  p~.sb 
evacuation fireman John still remaine~:in.hmmi+t~l/~K 
Engel was in hospital snf- Sunday.'  .~"~'[","., '~a,,,  e~w 
fer ing f rom ' ch lor ine A' fat'ber"01~ 't~eE"~h'L,'~ Oilu.' 
poisoning. ' said he is e0nce~'f l '+d~'t~ 
never work as a ,~ ,~ ;ttoiv, 
Engel, 33, with the Mls- again. ,.,V.~ ~+ Ji : 
sissauga department, was "My +concern is not. so, ~,Ji h 
given the last rites by a much for myself as it i~lc~. ~+, 
Roman Catholic priest at my lamjly. Is it.going to 
Queensway General Hospital affect my job? If I can't 
on ThUrsday after being breathe deep I won't be able 
brought in with seven other to use the breathing ap- 
firemenwho stumbled iotas paratusand thatwill be it for 
pocket of low.lying chlorine me as a fireman. 
Can :halt baldness 
Finnish scientists say 
LONDON - -  Two Finnish I)etts. 
HEALTH CHIEF  
'GAGGED' 
LONDON (CP) --. The 
health eclu~lion council's 
director says he was 
"gagged" from making a 
speech In which he accused 
lk,'itbh food manufacturers 
of "creating generations of
little ' fatties." Alistair 
Maekle says  he was barred 
from making the speech to 
llk~rFlotw Advisory Beard 
14mWIW~'efmed to tons'down 
m.m,  arb,' +, , 
that for most Canadians, 
high interest rates are 
something that will l~ve to 
be endured. 
A key part "of Clark's 
speech centered on energy. 
Reiterating his govern- 
meat's goal of making 
Canada energy  self-suf- 
ficient by the 1990s, he 
emphasized that to allow 
continued ependence on 
foreign oil would be to invite 
disaster. 
Central  Canada's  'in- 
dustrial strength, he said, 
"could be devastated if 
foreign suppliers cut off 
Canadian supplies." 
And he said Canadian in- 
dustry must have at its 
disposal a system of energy 
delivery that will keep costs 
lower than the costs to the 
competition in the United 
States. 
Unless foreign energy 
dependence is eliminated, 
Canada will find itself In a 
permanent game of catch-up 
with other industrial 
eountrles. To combat this, be 
said, Canada must have 
more conservat ion,  more 
domest ic  suppl ies,  more 
substitut ion of foreign 
supplies and must make 
itself a world leader In 
a l te rnat ive  energy  
development. 
"We're talking about an 
energy policy that looks 
beyond oil to other sour- 
ees...tbat regards energy as 
a great opportunity for 
(~anada," he said• 
The llrodu(:t (:dnhlins a 
syntht;tic lii~h+'rgenl, which 
(:h:(Irs +lWaV dead hairs and 
t)lJll.~r diri ,:In~gi,,g, llm 
fnllich:s -- the; till}' SlII',,~ ill 
which  ha i r  g r<tws ,  
Anolhl+r ingrt~dienl, a 
(:nml,t,und. lh,!l, sets il, 
nltilh,n +, I,rl,cttsm whi(:h 
alh:gP(lly r,!sulls ill tin+ 
grnwlh IJ new hair. 
For further infnmmlinn 
wrile Io: 
Bio~L.al ('an:id:i, l)t, pl. I K 
lhi~ i l.~,/Xdel'li(h+ I'.(1. 
'l'nronlo. (h)t. &|.~(, 2118 
or ('all 141fi 1,11i4-54t111 
, :+ 
scientists said llu:y have 
dc'vc'lnped a scalp treat- 
men't that c;In hall l)ahlm.,ss 
and l;vl;n shirt new hair 
gr()wing In Ini, nv CflSeS. 
The s(:lenlisl.~, Who are 
,titling lht: lrealnn!nl nn 
sa (: in the [()ril l ()f a .+:+t,hi- 
finn. ~aV tha iamong 
vohmtlmrs vvhn a ,l)lled it tn 
lhelr s(:alp h)r 2H w(!(tks, 
hair growth rI:sl,ai(!d in ill) 
~l!r t:(!llt t,l' lJa, (:;isl;s l;,i(l 
I;,ir ,,.~ H;':i:rt:ased wiihin 
[llur wt~eks. 
'l'h(~ , : l a inh  ht , tv t . .v t . , r ,  w i ts  
~ttml(+'d wilh iM I + r ~ 'rv+t- 
i n.hv ~nu~'l  ,( ,~- 
• ' t i f f  I l l  ,+ l t ' t  -ql '~ ¢ l 
- .  __-_d 
! w 
m 
A gal who just read a 
great sale ad in... 
TI+'J{ H At :E -  K I T I  M AT  
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(;t.ASSl I;I eD RATES 
LOCAL ONLY : 
20 wOrds or less |2.00 per in. 
sertion. Over 20 words S cents 
per wOrd. 
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
SI.50per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before second 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
~1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates aval/able upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Men mum charge ~.00 per In- 
sertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
53.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
(~(X) per line per month• 
a 4 month baals only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:C0 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publicetlo~ day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
11:000.m.onday previous to day 
of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER other *bin 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
I'COMIH6 EVENTS 
48. SUITES • 
FOR RENT 
Service charge of SS.00 on i i i  
H.S.F, cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRI PTIONS: 
No charge provided news sub- 
miffed within one month. 1~.00 
production charge for wadding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News Of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
after event !10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensetlon. PayaMe in ad- 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Blrtl~ S.50 
En0agements S.SO 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.$0 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
"PHONE 635.6357 
~Clesslf/ad Advertising Dept. 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Eflectlve 
October h 1971 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth. 15.00 
By Mail 6 mth. 25.00 
By Mail I yr. 45.00 
Senior Citizen 1 yr. 20.~J 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
BOx 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Ktflmet 8, District 
Phone 632-2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headlnus and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page 
location. 
The Herald reserves toe rlghr 
to revise, edit, classlfy or relect 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answers dlrected to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, end to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
Box repllas on "Hold" In. 
strucflons not picked up wlthln 10 
days of expiry of an ad- 
vertisement wlll be destroyed 
unless mailing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In ad- 
vertisements must be r.-ceived 
by th¢ pL'",tlsher within 30 days 
aher the first publlcation. 
It is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald in the 
event of failure to publish an 
advertisement or in the event of 
an error appearing In the ad- 
vertissment as published shall 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertiser for only one in. 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the incorrect or omitted Item 
only, and that there shall be no 
Ilabillly to any event greater 
than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
dp~ohlblts any advertising that 
scriminates against any 
person because of his race, 
religion, .sex, coler, nationality. 
ancestry or place or origin, or 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30 - 3:50 pro. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tu~. of every month from 
1:30 - 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. Babysltters 
who bring children must 
have parents' wrlffen con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Mon. and Wed. frQm 3 
- 4:10 pro. By appointment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout the year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
• Held every M~on. afternoon 1 
-2pm.  
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE-SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4V~ - 5 yrs. 
(pre-klndergarten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision,. 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap- 
pointment.. 
8. CARD OF~ 
THANKS VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SANITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
49. HOMES 
FOR SALE 
because his age Is between 44 problems, such as food 
and65years, unle~thecondlflon aolsonlngs and complaints, 
Is~ ustlfled by a bone. fl~le~.~L . . . . .  ~' 
r~U~'ement for the wo~'k~-~l,;;..i~Y~(tg O rdlSposal, pr ivate 
v~veu. - ,  , .~::~.~. wa~er :,. 'supplies and 
00MMUNITY  
SEBVl0ES 14. BUSINESS / 
PERSONAL INCHES AWAY CLUB 
N~et every Tuesday night at 
0 In the Skeeea Health Unit. 
For more Into phone 635-3747 
or 635.3023 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
at St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
635-4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Available !
Phone635~4646 
635.9052 
636-1514 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
Meetings: 
Mon.8:30pm United Church. 
Mon. B p.m.-Alanon-Skeena 
Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memortel Hospital. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening - 6:30 p.m. - 
United Church basement° 
Kltlmat. 
36. FOR HIRE Women's A.A• Meetings - 
every Tuesday night at 7:30 - 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 635.5145. 
WANT E D DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood'l~l~xluc~s we coJd use 
far re;yr, ll~g or renovating. 
Ca II'"u' i~a~635.22~8 between 
8a.m.a.nd3 p..rn. We will try 
to mal~..br/'hl~gements for 
pickup. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT  SHOP 
Mil ls Memorial  Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreclal~ 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635-5320 or 635- 
8233, or leave donations at 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet- 
wean 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thank You. 
I'COMING EVENTS 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S  
CENTRE 
• a support service 
for women- 
4711 Lazefle Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
635.5145 
Drop In: 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Men.. Thurs. 10 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
Friday. We offer a com- 
fortable relaxed at. 
mosphere to meet and share 
Ideas. Children are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays • Women's 
A.A. 1st Wednesday of month 
Status of Women. 2nd 
Wednesday - single parents 
(led by a single father. 3rd 
Wednesday Men and 
Women's Rap. Thursdays - 
Women's Night Out. 
Blrlhrlght Office 
Pregnant? In need of sup. 
port? Call Birthright 635. 
;3907 Nbr. 3-4621 Lakelse. 
Office Hours: Tues. 11 a.m. - 
8 p.m., Wed. 9:30 a.m. • 5 
p.m., Thurs. 11 a.m. -9 p.m., 
Frl. 1 p.m. - 10 p.m. or Call 
635.3164 or 635.5136 anytime. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We of/er 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop-In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
as well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In- 
formation about these and 
other activit ies, please 
phone 635-2265 and ask for 
Skeana Centre. See you there 
any time between 8 am and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Prlday. 
Kltlmat A.A. Construction 
Groupln Kitlmat: telephone 
632.3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step N~etlngs 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays - Open Meetings 
8:30 p.m. Skeena Health 
Unit, K l t lmat General 
Hospital. 
As-Anon N~etlngs • Tuesday 
• 0 p.m. United Church. 
Ripe Relief 
Abortion Counselllnk 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6~1.83U 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
638.1155). The audiologist 
will do hearing tests on 
referral by family doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wi l l  carry  out 
speech assessments and 
...tl~aw.~ 
.@L~r~lr;G "rE RM CARE 
'At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
COMMUNITY 
VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION 
SERVICES 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment End guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabi l i tat ion done by 
consultant. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
In the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Lazelle Preschool 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
There are a few spaces 
available for children ages 3- 
5 ,n th:s progressive daily 
nursery school. S,et.ial help 
available for children with 
mild developmental delays, 
e.g., poor co.ordlnatlon, 
delayed speech develop- 
ment, etc. .  not requiring 
medical referral. For fur- 
ther information, phone the 
Supervisor, Natty Olsen, at 
635-7918. 
The Terrace St. Mathew's 
Church Bazaar will be held 
Sat. Nov. 24 1979. 
(NC 23 Nov) 
Are you teens and or adults, 
Interested In playing 
basketball,  vol leybal l  or 
floor hockey? Also available 
are ladles fitness, mens 
fitness, weight-lifting, self. 
defense classes. For more 
Into. Call Usl 
635-4907 or 635-4906 
or drop In at the Kermode 
Friendship Centre: 4451 
Greig Ave. Registration Is 
l imited. Programs spon. 
Bored by the Kermode Indian 
Friendship Centre. 
NC.22 N 
The first parent's Committee 
at the Child Development 
Centre will hold their annual 
Chrlstma Doll Raffle. Prizes 
are doll with wardrobe and 
handmade single bed size 
quilt. Tickets are now on sale 
with the draw taking place 
December 22nd. For tickets 
contact. Marie at 638-1437 or 
Elaine at 635.4216. 
NC.19N 
Terrace Italian 
Canadian Club 
Annual Xmas Dance 
Dec. 8 1979 
Arena Banquet Room 
Music: Commancheros, Hot 
supper, Doors open at 0 p.m. 
Proceeds to the Child 
Development Center. 
NC-19N 
June Kozlowskl of Terrace 
Dog Grooming 4906 Galr 
Ave., 630-1702, Would like to 
extend thanks to everyone 
who showed patlen.ce and 
consideration during my 
absence..Alsq for tho',klhdl 
offers of help upon.ilmy( 
return. Business now as 
usual 
C4-19 N 
SEARS 
SALESAGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornamentarlronwork 
3972 Doble Street 
Phone 635-7824 
10a.m.- 2p.m. 
Closed Mondays 
(cm-12.10.79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(WeB Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly and Contract 
635.3479 
anytime 
(am.1.10.79) 
PDQ 
Saturday December 8th, 1979 
at Skeena Mall a Bazzar with 
arts and crafts and baked Pre.School Superv isor  
goods. Orders taken for fresh 
holly. Sponsored by the wanted for Terrace Day 
Thornhil l  Band Parent Care. Call 638.1171, 635.2243 
Association. CFTN. 1-11-79 
Offers Invited for clear 
FOUR NORTH cuffing an eight (8) acre 
WEST ARTISTS stand of L. Pine and birch. 
To be followed by grubbing 
There will bc an exhibition of and ctesrlng for cultivation. 
paintings and prints at the Merchantable trees to 
Kl t lmat Museum Gallery contractor, balance to be 
from November 20 to decked on thB properly. 35 
December 21. miles east of Terrace on 
Vlvlan Antonlw, Adrlen Highway 16. D Harvard, 
Gunn, Martin Honlsch, P.O. Box 2458, Smithers B.C. 
Cindy Squszzln. Museum 847.2993 
Hours are from 12.5, Fridays 1>20.11 Dec. 
from 12 to 8, closed Sun and 
Men. 
NC.19 N 
"rheA- !~cen Church Bazaar 
will be .eld Sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc.23N) 
Planned Promotional 
Opportunity 
This position offers a career 
opportunity through planned 
advancement  to  
management levels and 
higher earnings.Applicants 
must have completed hlgh 
school, should have some 
business experience, a good 
driving record. We.offer a 
good starting salary plus 
liberal employee benefits. 
For an Interview opportunity 
call: Canadian AcEep!ance 
Corporation Ltd., 635:6108. 
A5-19,20,21,22,23 N 
Required sub contractor 
with FMC 220 or better for 
straight skidding or falling 
skidding. 5 months winter 
work. Will guarantee gross 
return per day. Ph collect. 
980-4875. 
C3 21N 
Required sub contractor 
with Hoegh 90 or Cat 980 or 
equivalent, 5 months winter 
work. Will guarantee gross 
returns per day. Ph collect 
980.4875 
P3.21N 
THE BANK OF 
NOVA SCOTIA 
Is accepting appllcatlons for 
night posters. Ap- 
proximately 3-4 hours per 
evening. Five days a week. 
Also needed permanent Full 
Time Ledger Keeper. Ex. 
perlence Preferred. Apply In 
person to Mr.  Adrian 
Enrlght. 
A3.19 N 
Buy or Sell Marlelle fasl~lon 
and gold Jewellery. 
Managers and sales persons 
needed In this area. For your 
free catalogue pleese phone 
638-8392~evenlnglr or:write ~o: 
Martelle Nbr49~4689~,rdlt~mt 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. If 
Interested In learning how to 
obtain free Jewelry or selling 
please advise. 
C12.30 N 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
Avon representatives to 
work In the following areas.' 
1) Copparslde Estates 
2) Mulle~',; Y.#lleyHl0w~l~rea 
3) Sparks,' :Mu'nthe~,~,end 
Westvlew area. 
PIs call Norma at 635.7496 
CTFN 2-29-79 
An opening exists for a 
purchasing-inventory clerk 
for a company In Terrace. 
Consideration will be given 
1o any mature person with an 
aptitude for figures. Neat 
work habits and I con- 
sclenllous attitude.. Phone 
635.4076 after 5 p.m. 
C5-19 N 
Carpet & Flooring : . 
I The 
Installation J DALLY HE ,R,AI, D 
J' needs" '  
You supply-- we install J CARRIERS 
(am.1.10.79) , i;~ i I ~ ,  J , J  ~L] I L ,~  J . [  
• "~ ';'J: i I ~Th°rn . I  
INSISTON '~,' * I ~ :bt f~n~o~'~t ' ' '~p j~ 'e  
~ ! ~ I~t~, 1~i~3~t1~Av~,~6~ed. TH E BEST 
[illj , it = "~'s~'d~h~t~' ;' ' i~ . 1 
stock. Get rellef wlth ~ J l~[~'d  :)d~" ~==~%~'~." 
P e ~* - r - ' , l  , I I I~ JT J l l l l l  " Oh l  t ' l f l l~  O/ ' l  con.r te Investment. .~  I I£;,,.;r ,,Lt. ,]~u]l, .~, . . . .  
~41 ! I~UU, er ~lT.,'~'PlffWelh .~olr 
CL-~i "~a I I~Lg.L~{J,~I~J[ I JO l ( )  ; r ' I~ l  P '  t '  , 
khml .y 'a  Ex.ve,ng~,11 1 1 . . . . . .  : '  
635.39~ .U. I Itm. :{ r . J~  ~" " 
" I I  . . . .  , rr~'ce (am -.1 10-79) , ~ 
. . . . . .  . . . .  I 16 W*; W. ow COLL::k:XCwA:r:TING- "iTii. 
Phone 635 5340 after 6 p r~ ~ 
(am.1-10-7;) " ! l , .o  are Interested In one 
lo t  these routes please I~one: 
635-6357 
between 9 am and 5 pro. 
KillingS 
Yukon St., Quail • Sterling 
Streets, Oriole - Osprey 
Streets. 
If Interested - -  phone Kelth 
at: 
432-2747 
)nc-cffn) 
Wish to babysit In my home 
In hospital area. Phone 635. 
4596 
C5-21N 
Salesmsn and service man 
required for a fast growing Would like to bebyslt In my 
Industrial Dealer shop. PIs own home Eight ye,,rs ex. 
mall Inquiry to PO Box 215. perlence. 
Telkwa B.C. i Ph 635-5893 
C20-23 Nov . . . . . . .  ~ ~,~ == 
, i  
L = 
"For  Safer Living. Fuel Economy & Cleaner Air"  
• CHIMNEYS BOILERS" e 
FURNACES'e • .AIR DUCTS eFIREPLACES \ ,  ~ , 
PRO-VAt INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. • ! 
Serv ices  D iv i s ion  
Specialists In power-vat cleaning 
96 Starling Street., 63~5Z~9'4"~ 
Kltlmat, B.C. V8C 11(5 '.632.2466. 
BACKHOE 
for 
HIRE 
Phone 
635-6454 
635-6757 
(ctfn.2-10.79) 
ARE YOUR CEILINGS 
GETT ING D INGY 
LOOKING? If they are, have: 
them pro fess iona l ly  
resprayed. Call Earl at 635- 
2776. (c40.12D) 
HARLEY 'S  PA INT ING 
& DECORATING 
Drywal l ,  stucco, t i le, 
linoleum. Free estlmatss. 
Phone 
638.1095 
For Sale.Yamaha receiver, 
CR 800. Plus Sony turntable, 
plus tapedeck,plus 4 
speakers records. Also 14" 
color T.V. Sanyo microwave 
1 year old. Must sell by the 
end of the month. 
Everything in exc. cond. 
638.1664 
P5-23 N 
Inglls portable washer and 
dryer for sale. Like new. 
$400.00 set. Phone 635-4542 
C7-23 N 
Stereo, Stereo stand, book- 
case, bedroom.sulte, single 
bed etc. 
Ph 635-3644 after 6 p.m. 
C3-19 N 
One automatic copper color 
Kenmore washer. S100.00 
Firm. Phone 635.6667 after 5 
p.m. 
P3.19N 
For Sale- One 12X12' Gold 
Shag carpet SS0.00. 6ft metal 
frame patio door for $150.00. 
~G~od ¢c~dltlon. ', . . . .  
~ after.,~6~5-277,~,, ,~ 
P5.23N 
Utility trailer, reasonably 
priced, must be seen to be 
appreclated. 
Ph 635.3520 anytime. 
PS.21N 
Fender reverb v lbrolpx 
amplifier, Twln ~pea'kerk, ~;I 
Input. Almost new. Phone 
635.2009 
For Sale.440 motor and 
transmission complete. 
Rebuilt. Also 2 14" Dodge 
wheels and tires. 
Ph 635-2986 or 635.3760 
P19,21,23, No 
For Sale Firewood by the 
cord. Ph 635.2670. 
132-15,19 N 
410 John Deere Backhoe for 
h/re. Phone 635.408L (cm-5- 
10-79) 
Paying top prices for coin 
collections, gold, paper 
Wanted to Buy-Batterle s• 
from old car and truck and 
cat. Top price pald. Will pick 
up. Ph 635.4735. 
P20.30 Nov 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur. 
nlture such as couch, chair, 
table & chairs. Phone 635- 
5417. (cffn-11-10.79) 
CASH 
Will pay Instant cash for 
BCRIC shares. Ph 635.4226. 
c20.11 N 
20 ft Sangster 165 MC trim 
tabs galley pack anchor 
peck. Portable head C.B. 
Compass. Stereo, Dinghy, 
comes with trailer .Call after 
5 p.m. 635-3204. 
C5.21N 
3 Br house.Old Remo Road. 
Ph 635.3180 or 638.8478 
PS-22N 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
. . I  
S leep ing  room sr 
~ousekeeplng unlt~(, ~1~,, 
trally iDeated. Fully fur: 
~ished. Reasonable rates 
oy day or week. Non. 
~rlnkers only. Phone 635- 
5611. (cff-f) 
Three bedroom view home 
overlooking Terrace and the 
Skeena Valley. Many ex. 
cellent fi~atures/: :Incl~dh~ 
Wall tb'Wbll ~:6*rpet~l',~t~0111 
In dishwasher, two full baths 
and large covered sundeck. 
Located In a quiet residential 
area only minutes from 
schools and downtown. 
Possession can be Im- 
mediate. To view phone 790. 
2258 after 6 om. (atfn-ll.10. 
UNIQUE LOG HOME 
,ON 43 ACRES 
!?; ~"N EAR T~)~ ,|i,,d 
"he owners have entrusted 
us to sell their magnificent 
2200 sq. ft. log home 
Situated on 5 cleared acres, 
Improvements also Include 
several serviced out. 
buildings. For further 
Information on this very 
special property, serious 
Inquiries should be 
directed to Murlel Neele, 
REALTY WORLD, Park 
Ave. Realty Ltd. 635.4971 
Beautiful new 3 bedroom 
house on quiet, paved street, 
carport, covered walkway, 
with carpet, cedar siding. 
Priced to sell. 635.4826. 
C7.23N 
For~Sale by builder. Your 
choice of six homes. Prices 
money, any sliver coins 1968 reduced For more In. 
or prior.  Will buy any.  formation pls cell collect 
amount large or small, days.562.4114, evenings.562. 
Phone 112.964.8122 or write 3697. 
Coin Collections, 354 Burden CTFN.25 Oct 79 
Street, Prince George, B.C. Eagle Street-Kltlmat. Cozy 3 
V2M 2H3. 
Br. bunglaow with carpet, 
P7-22 N frankl in f ireplace, Stone 
fenced lot. AssumBble 10 
percent 1st mortgage. To 
vlew-632.6379 
C5.20 N 
12 ft aluminum boat 9.9 
Merc. motor.Oars, gas tank 
and life lackets. Ph 635.4596. 
C10.30 N 
WANT E D: 
Used or left.over siding 
material (cfllpbeird etc.) for 
osa on barn• Roofing 
mater ia l  also. In good 
condition only. 
Phone after 6 635.4698 
WANTED 
Spot cash paid for 
Good used furniture, guns 
lewellery, skates, BCRIC 
shares. 
Ib Anything of value 
We buy - sell • trade 
Gunsmlthlng 
QUE E NSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum Street 
Terrace 631-1613 
For Rent: 900 sq ft. on 
second f loor. Air  con- 
dltloned. Located at 4623 
Lakelse Avenue. Ph 635-2552. 
CTFN 2-Ii.79 
Valuable commercial lot In 
Terrace. For sale or build to 
owners requirements. For 
Into pls ph. Russ Roper 562. 
4114 Collect. 
• CFT1~-2.11-79 
area with potential view; 
$21,000. Contact 635-7696; 
CTFN-211-79 , ~ 
Mill, located In Cadarvlllt 
B.C. Assets Include Jol!- 
sereds rasaw, cublfit~l 
m~chlne, shingle sa*~ 
shapaovor. Resaw gummm;, 
double butt shingle SBW, i.963 
International Flat deck 
truck, Powell .air gu ld6  
cuber, 1958 Gravel Truck; 
Timber Jack sk ipS ,  350 
cmc Motor on Sklppes* 
Gummer ,  •chalnlpaWB, :.
conveyors, mofol*s; belts~ 
Misc. Tools and Ec(ulpment, 
Asking price negotlablB for 
further Into conts~ Brian 
Elder 635.4951 weekdays 
between 8:30 A.M. and 4:30 
P.M. 
A10.20 Nov 
TEXAS Olb CORP. s..seekB 
well-asfaNIshed, suc~slfui 
compa~/.as 'dlitrlbutoP fo~ 
'line of high' perform.~nce 
roo f l l~ 'g  "~produdtB  
manufactuPWB by Its 
• Ca'h*Bdla'n "~ ~ubs ld la ry .  
' i0btst '~nW~qg row th and 
profit op, ~p~rUnlty. No prior 
roo f ln~;  nr ~;'xper lence  
necessary. We're experts In 
our field, offerlng complet.I 
training et our InternatlQna! 
Heedqusrfers at no cusS; 
Applicants should hSvll 
marketing and appllcafloh 
capabilities. Contact F.A. 
Rudy ,  Southwestern  
Petroleum CorportEtloq, 
6ox 789, Fort Worth, Texas 
76101, Telex: 758300, 
Cable: SWEPCO. ! "  
.63-16,19,20 .~[Nt~ 
Post Canada 
POSTAL SERVICE 
CONTRACT 
Tenders are Invited for 
~ertormance of Terrace 
Rural Route NO. 2. Involved 
Is the ~rtatlon, delivery and 
COlIIct~01~ mal l  to and from 
d~eml le~dn~e Hs~ route 
described, Inncludlng tran II 
soctlons of other posts II 
beatness. A motor car II I 
reclulrad, I 
Details may be obtslnnd a I 
the Terrace POSt Office or at I 
the address below. Tinders | 
must be received . by | 
November 20, 1979 at: I 
Transportation Services i 
B.C. & Yukon Po~tsl Ol|trl¢t | 
• Room S00, 150 Citable StraM I 
Vancouver, Brltllh Columbia I
VSS 4KI l 
¢ 
For Sale.1970 Ford Grenada 
E.S.S. P.S.P.B. radio. 
Bucket Seats, radial fires, 
trades accepted. Phone 635- 
2009. 
P3-20 N 
1975 Blazer 4X4 In good 
condition,low mileage. Ph 
635.4586 for further Into. 
C5.21 N 
1970 Toyota Station Wagon 
1965 Cbev Mallbu Station 
Wagon. 
Ph 635.36O4 
P5.21 N 
:_ , .  
1974 Chev 4 door, 350 v-g. 
Auto. TrensmlslJon, '. P,S~:~ 
New flree. Asklhg $1,795,0~' 
OBO Phone 638.8424 aftsr 6 
p.m. 
P5.)9 N 
For Sale.69 Chevelle. Gloss 
BIk with white scoop,, good 
year tires ~nCDN rims. New ;, 
c~utch end pressure'plate, 11;~ 
t01 plktons. 12 bolt rearend0~Y 
many more high per.~ 
formance extras. Must sell' 
Ph 638.1427 or 635-5600 
C10-30 N 
1976 Sierra 4 wheel drive. 
Good Cond. Lois of Extras. 
Lot for Sale or Rent 764 Pine Low mileage. Must sell Ph. 
Street, Thornhll l  Area. 638-1605. 
Phone 282.3765. 
P15.9,16,23,30 N;7,14,21,28 CFTN 6-11.79 
D;4,11,18,25J; 1,8,15F 19711 Bronco P.S.P.B. POSIL,L 
Partially cleared t/4 acre, traction 351 ,~HthtUEu~ 
waterfront on Skesna street. Exc.- tapedeck~: .~a~, .~:  
Priced to sell. Ph 638:83J10" Asking S7,800.~'Ci~-'~ll~-~.! ' 
P¢.~1 N C..&21N 140~ 0~ 
m ~g- , r  ~ ~ .~ 
.o 
1 
1 1 
DIRTY  TR ICKS A FACTOR " ~" "'" "': ''':`~ :.:" '" l" 
• . . . . .  FOR NEWS ew 1 ~CTORIA (CP) -- The week after a first mmisters Lenko's involvement,.and lff . D ~ Phll l l~rom ecmomie dirty tricks scandal which meeting in Ottawa, also was so why had she remained development: possibly to has racked the Social'Credit missing shortly after the silent, deregulation -- thel new party in.r~ent weeks will scandal began to erupt, He ' Some observers feel only ministry whose-claim to 
l~kely influence the size and was on a trade mission in the resignation or firing of fame Is that'lt eliminated'a 
Mlape of the cabinet shuffle JapunandKores. Mrs. McCarthy will pu't an mbjori~uranee¢o.p~ny H O T  O F F  premier Bill Bennett has The  dirty tricks scandal en(ttoLettergate, by accident,..,: [ • : [ :  • 
nned for Friday. ,centres on the sending of But Mrs. McCarthy is a His replacement could~ 
Vith.Bel~nett away on a forged letters last spring to popular government figure Municipal Affairs Minister 
'ork~l~ holiday"-last week newspaper editors in an and many. Social Credit Bill Van'der .Zalm,,who 
ring which he was to mull attempt to dikcredit Lh.. New officials fear the government provided controversy While ~11 
~rhis/(~abinet, the scandal Dembcratic' Party op- would lose her Vancouver heading hunu/n ras0ui~s [ .'e agdin reared-its head positiod.Social Credit Party seat in a byelectiou, nndandlilacttrrentportf01.io. lth the resignation of researchers advocated the Bennett is expeetod to  He.isoneoftw.omi!lis'ters T H E  serge: Lenko, executive sending of the letters on a move her from the human who are' unhappy With ~the 
bandllng of..'the Lettorgato 
affair but" it is. doubgq~ _h.e 
would be fired because of his 
popularity, with: the. Party "=~I  
[ 
7-, 
ssistunt to Deputy Premier tape rscording sent to con- resources ministry, where 
Irace McCarthy. . stilueney presidents, she is known to be unhappy, 
,Befause ~of the scandal -- Deputy Premier. Grace to the high-profile tourism 
eferrecL, to l by ' ,some ae McCarthy did not take any and small.husiness portfolio 
et.tergate ~- iwhat was.to action in his absence, and which she loved, l ' . fai~lffU!.' l 
lqe.becn a major oabinet ministers are now making A natural to replace hor af " ". Lahar Mlniktoi" ~Jlan W t l- PRESS ! 
~lffle could end.up as a their displeasure known in human resources is Co.. liams is known .to be 
~et ic  affak '.* aimed at public, sumer and Corporate Affairs unhappy wlth~]~L1$porff0]i{ 
ling vacancies created by The scandal has resulted Minister Jim Nielsen. • and while he may beglve 
e"dafeat of three ministers in the resignation of Ran the added rmpon.elblllt.V ( 
last May's provincial Grelg, a member of the It is believed that Bennett deputy premier," he like] 
cups and the expected premier,s taff; Jack Kelly, will create an inter- will not be~'transferre 
:tint up of two new a cauees tmployee and governmental  affairs beeansebeh~p..:d~aowel 
nlstrtes. ~ Lenko. ministry which will be .Also unl~ely'to he move( "--.~, 
~'ln1975, Benneltpromised headed by Environmimt thoughlfrequer~tly~crttl!eized ~i~-~. ~." t3 '~E~ ff-~ 
ne cahinet minister would Minister Rafe Mair~ by '¢olumnis~,. IS En .~ 
yad the same ministry for currently chairman of the Minister Jim Hewitt Who 
~orethahmeterm,.butit.~ cabinet confederation appears to{haVe masteh~i 
~nhfful the premier wm cemmittee. ' his ministry. He is scheduled 
~i.¢.pthat. promise. The premier also is ex. to attei~dtheflrstminktets' 
~i ttelms oeen criticized both 
~9. MOBILE 
Efforts to downplay ithave 
met with little success. 
Newspapers and news 
broadcasts have been 
carrying new twists to the 
affair almost daily. 
The scandal appears to pasted to spin• off sciences conference In~'Deeember.~ : 
~lde and outside the Social have weakened Social and technology f rom New agricul[ture minister 
~redit legislative caucus for Credit's" already.shaky hold education creating a new pt;obably w ia l ~  Bfll~iRitchle 
lack ef leadership, par- on the province; The pa/'ty ministry which would he (Central Fraser ..Val]ley) 
~ularly during the current won the May 10 provincial headed by Education whose family are ~ strbng 
• bil, and for delaying by general election with only a Minister Pat McGeer, a backers o( the party. / : 
lore than five months the five-seat majority in the 57- research scientist who has Other poslibilit[es are 
~paintment of new cabinet seat house. , alienated teachers, trustees Peter Hyndman (Vanc~ver 
~dsters. NDP leader Dave Barrett and parea~, and shown a South), Angt~ Ree (North 
Bennett, who slipped from says Lenko's resignation preference for sciences and VaneouverCapilan0) and 
• raises more questions, uch technology. GeorgeNorthL • i as whether his boss Mrs.  Bennett is expeeted to Jack Heinrtch (Prl't!ce 
The Herald, Monday, November i9, 1979 PalPl 7 
How much for • : ? ! a Maestro 
[.Iome 12X56 with 10X12 By DINASUDLOW honors, will lead the or- dinner, making ~ gourmet 
finished nddU~on • Un- VANCOUVER (CP)- chestra in an April pops dinners and playing,., tennis, 
~rnlihed. In good ~oudltlon. 'Antony D'Angelo finally got concert. ' : 
~mm~nably,pr].d~p~,.&15. thd chance to conduct a full Tympanlst Don Adams,of- . /  
~ ,;~,i',~q,, q~. ~ ' ~yrnphony. orchestraand it Throughout the brcadcast; lered a~ prentiu'm, with. a .... ~'-~ 
.~'FN._ 31.10-79 - only'cost him $2,000 for the Vancouver residents" paid *catch. He-w0uldl ss¢ort.a 
Maestro-for-a-moment premiums donated mainly she is six feet tall in Ker 
~l.eadsr, 12X50,3Bdrm, sat D'Angelo had one of the wln- by local businesses and stocking'feet~HeisG'7"tal]. "--~-.. " 
:~.full]fin urnlahed,Kalum Trailer2 propaneC°urt' ning bids to conduct the Van- individuals,' as well as Henry vogel, orChestra ~ i 
~tanka, 250 gel oll tank, To couverSymphony Orcbestra bidding on auction items, mansgerw!th eNew Y~k 
offeredat auction during the Fore10, therewereVSOT- Philharmoniff~ spent .the :,MIW phone 635.5367. l ~ ',~$.20 N ceo 's  Radiothon this shirts, with tasteful weekend at' the ~ra~otbm ~ ' 
weekend, musicallyoriented slogans site in Pacific Centre. Vogel 
~:For. ieale 1975 14X70 High. "I 've always had an like Handel Her But Don't hanhandled29suehptoJe¢ls -~  
:'~d eklrted wlth eX12 ad. symphony orchestra," said ductor Miller offered a ThlslsafirstforaCanadian 
~ltlon, . . . . . .  : , l  l . . . . . . . .  the .  Vancouver shoe number of week.long orchestra, l : ' ~ " 
' ~$,36t~:o, ~ ,~ ~mldgctur~.,.,'/.][~ve, been holidaysat his condominium ,He. joined:. CHQM-FM .~ " 
' l ' in~olwed ..with music for on Grand:cayman Island. broadcaster Maurice Foisy [ . . . . . . .  
~iC10-28 N Years; but this is a dream Pers°nalities fr°m the whols a Prime mover be~nd I 
l ~ ' come true." enterta inment world theevent; Miller, and other 
'i2g~ Siatesman, Set up In The orchestra also had donated experiences at personalities including sport 
C~l.Smlth trallsr Court wlth their dreams come true, varying prices. One could celebrities, entertainers' and 
~ashar and dryer, et0ve nd almost beyond their wildest play tennis with vielin vir- peliticians. • 
~ ld ' "  h°pes" The radi°therl' a 60" tuos° Pinchas Zukerman' g° J ° in in  g " "symph°n'Y ~" ~ . ~ ~  
i~ &lS.9~ after s p.m. haur broadcast on CHQM- jogging with Debbie Brill or volunteers, the orchestra ' I  ~ ~ t 
FM raised $128,332, more skiing with Nancy Green members answeredphenes, 
.[~-~l N than twice their hoped-for Raine. told stories and nccasiot,ally 
~or Sale 1978 14)(70 MARCO target of $50,000. Prime Minister Joe Clark displayed their musical 
t,~eblle Homa uofurnlshed, That amount will be used autographed an original talents for extra donations. 
Set Up end, skirted In~la~[ ~o help 0f~_t~the o~estra's political cartoon of himself. Malowany l w~' blissful at  ~ . 
trailer park;'Pl~. ~L1.5:w36." tiefieit, '~l(hough the VSO It raised $300 at auction. ~" , ".he,nnexpeeted otal raised, • " . ~  l~ " " 
, ' boasts the largest list of Members of the orchestra ~"l'm simply amazed. This 
CTFN 2.11.79 subscribers in' the world, plunged into the project, community :involvement is
' about 43,000, mounting costs donating everything from '#hat makes orchestras and 
and static federal gov- macrame to music lessons to art survive:" ( _ 
ernment grants have the or- nights on the town. ' M u s i c a I d i r e c t o r 
chestra running at a loss of  Misery likes company. Kazuyoshi Akiyama not only 
about $250,000. Portly principal violist took his turn at the 
~ustse[llmmedlately. D'Angelo will make his Leslie Malowany who is microphone but tmsed In Get II;" a l l  vso debut in January at a trying toshed30 pounds, will several premiums as~vell, 
t97~ 31 Foot Wilderness Miteh Miller pops concert, he making a slim.dinner for including dinner parties' ~t 
,Travel Triller. Asking conducting the final part of eight. The soon-to-besvelte 1~ home with a little light t • • • ll,$00.00~ View at Reel Inn , ! ~Motel Highway 16 West. Last the William Tell Overture, musician is supplying food; entertainment by mezzo. 
trallm" on left. otherwise known as the the buyerlow-ealoriewine. ,6pranoDeliaWallis, c , -  ~. in the 
l theme music from the Lone Probably the busiest certmester Gerald Jarvis \ 
Ranger television series, member of the orchestra is andthe condnctor himself at "l'l~l ~RA( :E -K IT IMAT 
CTF~ 2:11-7~ An anonymous Vancouver trombonist Doug Sparkes, the keyboard. ' , ~: : 
~UST SELL IM. w°man, wh° became in" who wi]l spend the next six He even presented the l doilM herald ~EDIATELY: 1977 31 ft. volved in a bidding war with months giving music newest VSOgnest conductor 
Wilderness travel trailer. D'Angelo for the conducting lessons, escorting women to with a ~n,  ~ l ' : 
Defence called obnoxaou ~flfi Motal, Highway 16 W. "e ~' ' ~st traileron left. {ctfn-2- IS 
VANCOUVER (CP)- A amended defence that the : their~commlt'i~eQ~t to sere - News of your community...yoUr country ..domestic 
ExPlorer*e foot Canopy boat motion smending the federal only trust existing between the band's interests by 
rick, beck ladder, government's defence ef, a the Crown and Indians is a renting 162 acres ~ reserve: i and foreign affairs. Everybody frbrn the housewife 
centre door. Older Plonee~ suit brought by the ernment action in Indian Clubwithout~dvert~L,~t~ I ~ ~  to the tycoon has found the pages of their newspaper 
Chsln saW. Vanguard II foot Musqueam Indian hand may matters beyond the reach of .land, showing the band,~ 
ganopywlth Inssrt and floor he withdrawn later today, the courts, lease or telling ihe.:,han~ affecting their daily lives. Reports on shifts and trends 
door, bath lined, Insulated Environment Minister John "This i,~ an obnoxious dsc- council in 1957'o/0the~offe~ 
~ld wired. Will trade for Fraser said Sunday, trine an~! most improper to to develop it. "~ ~. ' ,  ,i :~!,. ' • 
pickup or cash or ekl.dce, raise as a defence," Fraser Last week,, government', in the business and financial world. Money saving 
&~ll.17,M , Frasersaidinaninterview said. lawyer Gunnar Egger~o~: advertisements covering every aspect uf our daily 
I~.I~ N he has asked Justice The Musqueam band moved to include a defehee 
Minister Jacques Flynn to alleges that government, ofpollticaltrusttndupp~t0[' needs. Classified sections that find you employment, 
re¢ousider the government's representatives violated his eontenUon that no breach 
ceeurredbecau~enole~,y, a home, an automobile or sell anything you wish. binding trust existed. 
Research  affecting Government lawyers have F.ntertainment in special features, comics, and sport until Wednesday topresent a
e d ucatmn" qua l i ty  formal defeneeMusqusam lawyeramendment'Marvin pages that enlighten a dull day. News as it happens, 
Cloth., Storrowenndemnedpolitieal firsthand in your community, province, nation, or and Ceramics. 5~.73~J VANCOUVER (CP) -- sities must meet the trust aS an immoraldefence. 
Students in professional challenge of changing their Heinsl9ted0nthooptionof. global affairs. Your newspaper is your best source  
faculties are getting a poor focus or the professions' calling either Indian Mfairs 
education because unlver- appeal will continue to Minlster Jnke Epp or Flynn of information. 
sities have placed the em- decline as it did in the 1960s to explain at a discovery 
phasis on research rather and early 1970s. hearing the government's 
thsn practical applications, "Students are finding : interpretation of its trust. 
~: NOTICE OF SALE says a Massachusetts In- themselves taught by those • Fraser said he was con. 
l:~ MECHANIC'S LIEN ACT stitute of Technology profes, who don't practice," Schm slderabley disturbed when I 
sor. said. "Students have a he learned 0t the motion. [call 6 3 "  63" - "  
I Notice Is hereby glv~ to A. Donald Sehon said unlver- choice: they can learn "It denigrates justice to E.' Clapp the reglet,red nothing from someone with raise 'obscure pie,," he ,~ o~]) " ,. e )  i 
owner of a Triumph H~rald BIRTHS INCREASE high prestige, or they can said. "We are of the con- 
ConvaHable. Regletratlon LONDON. (CP) learn something from victim flint the government 
Nbr. 1~07, Serial SFC. Motherhood seems to be someone with lowprestige." must not o, ly act fairly in |~ A(:E-K ITI M VI' 
11939.to. come forth before hack in fashion in Britain. Speaking to about 500 this matter, but be seen to 
Nove~her 20th ' '979't° ImY Births feti from a Peak °f pars°as here Saturday' he act fairly" di l l  h outstenolng.balsnce owed to 878,000 In 1964 to a low of said that since , the "The justice minister was 
Tw?aot Engine Rebullder, 569,000 in 19'/7. But they in. professions tend '~ to be in- net aware of the enormity of 
~or lervlcas performed on creased unexpectedly hy 4.5 sniar, the public finds them the steps being taken. He 
the afo'ri mentioned vehicle per cent last year to 596,000. remote, was not apprised last week of 
~,#r~l~utrJvpe,..11, 973 or And figures for the first 42 ' The public often distrusts ' the ramifications of ~Is 
~.~#~[~[~JloldfoE. c sfol weeks of this year indicate the professions because they defence and Is seriously 
I~u~red ~b~rgss~ l ~ " thaLbirtbs are up eight per cannot probe them directly, considering ordering its 
pIO.~0"N . . . . . . . . . . . .  cent and could reacl~ 650,000. ~'hon said. withdrawal." 
I 
• I 
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Won't  Stand 
For Sitting 
By Abigai l  Van  Buren 
,, 1979 by Ch icago  T f ibune .N .V .  Nowl  Synd.  Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: I have been a grandmother since I was 37. 
I'm 40 now, and my daughter-in-law and I have a big dif- 
ference of opinion about what a grandmother is supposed to 
do. 
I have.told my daughter-in-law nd my son that from now 
on I will not baby-sit for free while they go out and have a 
good time. I will baby-sit in an emergency, or if my 
daughter-in.law has a doctor's appointment, but for no other 
reason will I sit for free. If they have to pay me like they pay 
any other sitter, they won't just dump the baby on me and 
run, or phone me up to come over and watch the baby for "a 
few minutes"-which always seem to run to three or four 
hours. 
Don't get me wrong, Abby. I love my grandchild, but I 
can't make my daughter-in-law realize that grandmothers 
are not put on earth to take care of their grandchildren. 
I have my son, his wife and the baby over every Sunday 
for dinner and two or three times during the week, but I 
don't want the full responsibility of looking after the baby 
while the parents are out having fun. Am I wrong? How do 
other grandmothers feel? By the way, Abby, if you're a 
grandmother, how do you handle the sitting problem? 
NO SITTER 
DEAR NO SITTER: I'm a grandmother with no sitter 
problem because my grandchildren live 2,000 miles sway, 
But if I lived in the eame city I would have to draw straws 
with the other grandmother for the privilege of sitting. She 
loves it. Bless her. 
DEAR ABBY: Please, please tell teenagers that they can 
become pregnant without "going all the way." That is what 
happened to me. 
My boyfriend of two years and I were very close, but we 
never actually went all the way. Nevertheless, I was seven 
months pregnant when I got married although I was still a 
virgin. My doctor even said so. 
I love my husband and my son, but I am sorry I became 
pregnant when I did. It stood in the way of my finishing 
college. 
• LEARNED THE HARD WAY 
DEAR LEARNED: I have stated that fact in my column 
many times, but it bears repeating. Perhaps your ex- 
perience will be more effective than my warning. I hope so, 
DEAR ABBY: I am writing in response to a letter signed 
READY TO KILL- the young woman who was at the end of 
her patience with a neighbor's barking dog. 
If she lives in Hawaii, she can call the Hawaiian Humane 
Society. Their staff will tape-record the continous barking, 
ar~it~,~t~,e.yi~e,q,cp~ cpDf~gq.t:...[he owner of the. dog. 
Humane Society staff will then ~v0rk with the dog owner to 
correct he dog's behavior. They continue to monitor the 
situation and, if the barking persists, the Humane Society 
contacts the local police, who are empowered toissue a sum- 
mons to the owner. (And they DO issue such summonses.) 
I would be surprised if other major cities did not have 
such a noise-abatement program sponsored by the local 
Humane Society. 
CHERLY N. IN HONOLULU 
DEAR CHERLY: if other communities do not have such a 
program, they should have! It's good to know that in Hawaii 
they don't have to take the matter Of b~k~g 4tggs~i~.tg , .!l.~Ar 
own lovely huh hands. 
DEAR ABBY: I fell hard for a man I work with. I'll call 
him Mel. Mel is married. I'm single. We rendezvoused dur- 
ing long lunch hours, and any evenings he could get away. 
Mel's old lady got wind of our romance, so he said we had 
to cool it for a while. 
Well, his old lady is no dummy, She said as long as we 
worked together she wouldn't feel comfortable. She even 
threatened to go to the boss, so I agreed to find another job. 
I loved my job, but I'm the one who had to quit. Why? 
NAMELESS NINNY 
DEAR NINNY: Because you agreed to. {P.S. There's a 
lesson to be learned here. Never fish oil the company doek!l 
, q 
"Why can't I have tke movie on and you watch 
the  game dur ing  the commercials.P' 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
- -  Frances Drake__  
ARIES ~f '~ l~ 
(Mar, 21 to Apr. 19) 
Carelessness could mar 
work efforts. Avoid overin- 
dulgence in food and drink. 
Words of love from a close one 
sweetens the p.m. 
TAURUS U ~  
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Strengthen ties of affection 
with loved ones. Partners 
provide solutions to work 
problems. Be careful of 
overspending onpleasure. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) 111[ 
Don't be lax about 
household chores. Taking 
others for granted isa form of 
inconsideration. The p.m. 
favors romantic interests. 
CANCER 22) O ~  
(June 21 to July 
Be alert on the job. Careless 
thinking and procrastination 
should be avoided. Enjoy 
recreation with family. 
Friends are helpful. 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 22)O~ 
The grandiose gesture could 
prove costly. Protect assets. 
Romance should prove 
thrilling. Creative pursuits get 
the go-ahead. 
ViRGO n~ 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
A chance to buy something 
of permanent value shouldn't 
be ignored, A relative may 
promise more than is possible. 
Be skeptical. 
LIBRA ~g 
(Sept, 23 to Oet. 22) "/qt'= ~ 
Choose words with care. 
You could say the wrong 
thing. Follow through on 
creative ideas. Artistic pur- 
suits are especially favored. 
SCORPIO ~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Friends and money don't 
mix. A debt may not be 
repaid, though private 
financial negotiations proceed 
smoothly. Partnership rap- 
port. 
SAGITTARIUS ~t~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Curtail unrealistic career 
notions. A party turns out 
better than expected. You 
may become someone's secret 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS ~ Resinous , 61 Japanese, 16 Golfer' goal 
1 Pershing's ' secretion coin 20 Ridge in 
command /4 Its red DOWN cloth 
4 Cisterns for a VIP 1 Sloths 21 Wife of 
8 -- off with 46 Musical 2 Former cloth David 
• (steal) works measure Copperfield 
12 Neighbor 50 Orange seed 3 Swindle 22 Pitcher 
of Mo, 51 Swa~. 4 -- virgin 23 -- Kippur 
13 Beige genus 5 Exclamation 27 Complex 
14 Opposed to. 53 Girls of the in Bonn ' network 
aweather Twenties 6 Priam's 20 Kind of elm 
15 Careless 50 Italian kingdom 30 Cause 
17 Sand ridge painter 7 Region fatigue 
18 Sometimes 57 Nobleman south of 31 Proof- 
says 58 King, in the Sahara reader's 
"Welcome" France g Walks term 
19 Railroad 59 "...bells clumsily 33 North Star 
worker on her --" 9 An astringent 35 Muscular 
21Pay 60 Groom, in. 10 Russian river twitch 
~1 gilch .India 11 Sharp 38 Pad of hair 
Night Avg, solution time: 23 min. 40 Mottle with 
creature ~ ~ ~  spots 
23 Near the - 43 Restaurants 
horizon IAIMIAIMIAIRI H,IltJlnlNU~ 45 Initials 
23 Prevails ~ on a grave 
over 46 Kind 
Use a scythe 
M Came . IAID!AISI I INIUISIBIEIYI 47 Butter 
substitute 
together ~-~,M~_~ =~ 48 "This little 
Narrow ~ pig had --" 
incision 49 Murder 
31 Garb for !E[WIE RI IPIEIAILIRIAIsl 53-de  
Lancelot iWIEIDI$IEIEIL IS iA IR IT I  Triompbe 
39 Offer 9-13 54 Fish eggs 
41 Choler Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 55 Transgress 
By Eugene S~fler 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
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37 39 
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CRYPTOQUIP 9-!3 
HUIOLOHHOB.  AKKQOR KQQ DF BO-  
. P  
LOHHDFA'  AKKR QDWHDKF WKIU  ; 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp: TINY TOT TOTES TEN TIN TO~S. 
Today's Cryptequlp due: W equals C
• he Cryptequlp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If yuu think that X equals O,'it 
will'equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. ' ~ 
}, 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
! • . : t  
reome m,eR HeRo ~ g ALL BECAUSE ~ ~- ~ ~/----.-~--~/" Z FEEL L RE A 1 IAii/'~ ~P~AKINO OF 17fAT.~OMEONE.. 
.~" AM" .~OAKINe MY THAT ,oA2Of/W. E= E~.//V,='/,~NT'~R ~ ' 
IOT/~'R KLUTZ..,:,,,,(l![~. TO COP/MY. jl~=l ~ I I~ i r~T IME WESTERN--J l l l , l l~Z~l j l i l l~1~ #  Ht 
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~ ~ .  ~ 
admirer. Mean what you say. 
CAPRICORN "q~ tT-~ CATF ISH 
(Dee. 22 to Jan..!9),.vd .~'1~:~;. ;~,,,.d; 
Pay no heed to gossip, which 
is probably untrue. A friend 
may be the force behind a 
favorable career develop- 
ment. Be appreciative. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
A friend's hot financial tip 
may not be accurate. Social 
life has romantic possibilities. 
Someone from afar may catch 
your eye. 
PISCES X ~  
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Well-intentioned partners 
may be on the wrong track re 
a career matter. The personal 
touch aids both career and 
financial interests. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
sensitive ~ithout being soft. 
You work well in partnership 
and would make somebody a 
strong right arm. You have a 
natural affinity for the law, 
which you may well use as a 
stepping stone towards 
political office. 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
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the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and'Johnny Hart 
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DOONESBURY , By Garry Trudeau 
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Esks 
By STEVE MERTL 
"~D~'.O,~:TON (CP) -- 
;Calgary Stampeders made 
Edmonton Eskimos look 
almost ordinary Sunday but 
what• Eskimo offensive 
coach Joe Faragalli called 
i"flexibility" gave the 
..defending Grey Cup 
'champions the edge in a 19-7 
victory over the Stampeders 
in  the Canadian Football 
League Western Conference 
final. 
They go on to meet 
Montreal Aiouettes in the 
Grey Cup in  Montreal on 
Sunday, their sixth Grey Cup 
appearance in seven 
seaaona. The Alouettss 
downed Ottawa Rough 
Riders 17-6 in another 
defensive struggle in the 
Eastern final Saturday. 
strong Stampeder 
defensive ffort kept the 
Eakimoa off the scoreboard 
for almost 25 minutes but 
two quick touchdown passes 
by Warren Moon to John. 
Konihowski and Brian Kelly 
gave Edmonton a 14-3 half- 
time lead which the Eskimo 
go to Grey Cup 
"We played six minutes of 
good football the first half 
and played pretty good the 
second half," said Edmonton 
coach Hugh Campbell, 
Faragelli, who watches 
Eskimo games from the 
spotter's booth, pointed to 
adjustments in the Ed. 
mouton passing attack aa a 
key to the club's vietory. 
After starting quarterback 
Tom Wilkinson failed to get 
the offence moving in the 
first quarter, Campbell sent 
in Moon, who mixed the 
plays to keep the pass 
defence guessing. 
"It was a kind of oat-and- 
mouse game in the first 
quarter," said Faragalli, 
Campbell went out of his 
way to praise the Stum- 
peders, especially the 
de fence. 
"I think they played very, 
very well but that wasn't a 
surprise to me," he said. "I 
think they were badly, badly 
underrated going into this 
game, some of the things 
Scheniey rookie-of-the-year havea good performance out 
award, made a tough end- of a few players at critical 
zone reception with 40 timesto make the big play. I 
seconds left in the first half guess that's the difference 
sandwiched between 
defenders AI Burleson and 
Terry Irvin. 
Slotback Konikowski made 
a backwards diving end-zone 
reception for Edmonton's 
first touchdown, nabbing a 
32-yarder from Moon. Dave 
Cutler t~dded a 30-yard field 
goal and a single from the 
same distance in the fourth 
quarter and punter Hank 
llesic kicked a 43-yard 
single. 
J. T. Hay booted all of the 
Stampeder's paints, two field 
goals, each from 37 yards 
out, and a single on a missed 
field goal .from the Zd- 
monten 35. 
Calgary coach Jack Gottu, 
coming away empty-handed 
from his second Western 
final in a row against Ed- 
monton, praised his defence, 
calling the game "their 
finest hour," 10ut had less 
kind words for some others. defence protected for the that I beard anyway." 
rest of the game. 'Kelly, a nominee for the "I thought we just didn't the second half. 
between being the champion 
and being second place, like 
Avis." 
Gotta said the game might 
have had a different com- 
plexion had receiver Willie 
Armstead hung on to a 68- 
yard • bomb from quar- 
terback Ken Johnson. In- 
stead, defensive back Gregg 
Butler stripped him of the 
hall and then'seemed to hold 
him as team-mate Pete 
Lavorato made the recovery 
on the Eskimo two-yard line. 
'*Not coming out of there 
with anything, after a great 
play like that . . ,  the Arm. 
stead play would've given us 
a big lift," said Gotta. 
After Edmonton took the 
lead, the Eskimo defence 
pro~ed more than capable of 
containing the Stampeder 
offensive threat, Although 
they piled up more net 
yardage than Edmonton -- 
285-220-- the Stampeders did 
not penetrate within 25 yards 
of the Edmonton end zone in 
Montreal goes too 
• - ! . .* :  ~? ~: 
By SCOTT XBI~TI~2:~: ,~tefe~ive plays when you guys, (Tony) Petruccio and Joe Barnes completing 10 of. 
MONTREAL(CP) ::--*Thb need them." 25 pass attempts for 99 yards 
before an Olympic Stadium 
crowd of 35,103. 
Holloway completed 10 of 
22 passes for 47 yards and 
reliever Jimmy Jones had 
two of four throws in- 
tercepted, including the one 
Uteck took back for the only 
touchdown, with no com- 
pletions. 
"He overthrew (Tony~ c,,, 
briel and the ball came right 
into my hands," Uteck said. 
"I don't know 'i~" ~'t~ " the 
greatest thrill I've had in my 
football career, but it sure 
ranks near the top." 
• Alouettes running back 
David Green carried 23 
times for 86 yards, and John 
O'Leary caught hree passes 
for13 yards. Ottawa's Ian 
Mallard had 22 yards on four 
carries, and Richard Crump 
caught three passes for 
Don Sw~ kicked field 
. goalsof22, 16 and 21yards, a
45-yard single and a convert 
to complete the scoring for 
the Alouettes, who will meet 
Edmonton Eskimos in the 
Grey Cup for the fifth time in 
six years. Ottawa's Gerry 
Organ hit on field goals of 45 
and 22 yards. 
Alouettes head coach Joe. 
Scanneila said defensive end 
• .Junior Ah You and his mates 
had driven starting Ottawa 
quarterback Condredge 
Holloway almost to 
distraction. 
"Junior was cutstapding, 
but so was everybody else," 
Seanneila said. "I thought 
Gordon (Judges) rushed 
hard. They put a lot of 
pressure in Holloway's face. 
The two inside guys were in 
Montreal defence came in 
for a lot of praise Saturday 
after the Alouettes defeated 
Ottawa Rough Riders 17-6 in 
the Eastern Con£erence 
final. The victory put the 
Alouettes into the Grey Cup 
game, the Canadian Football 
League championship, here 
next Sunday. 
" I  give the Montreal 
defenee a hell of a lot of 
credit for r~aking thatp!ay," 
said Bob O'Blllovich, Ottawa 
secondary coach, of a 69- 
yard interception return for 
a touchdown by Larry Uteck. 
It gave Montreal a 14-6 lead 
at 12:38 of the fourth quarter. 
"They got out in front of 
him and hustled and made 
some blocks and he didn't go 
down," O'Billovich said. 
*'That's what championship 
Junior, were coming from 
the outside. They really did a 
job on him." 
Ottawa managed a net of- 
fence of only 50 yards, 36 
yards of it on the ground and 
47 through the air. 
"Basically we played a 
zone coverage," Scannella 
said, '*We went man-to-man 
only a coupleof times and we 
blitzed only a couple of 
times. We took away all the 
things they .d._w_ell 
.'*They throw short-outs, 
10-yard outs. They throw 15- 
yard ins. We took all that 
away from them and then 
they had to go deep, and 
that's not their game." 
Of the Alouettes, Scannella 
said: "This defence has 
come along to where it's a 
superior defence, and they 
will play that way." 
The Alouettes rolled up a 
teams are made of -- good his face and the two outside notQffence of 193 yards, with minus seven yards: 
Steelers lose playoff form 
in the final seconds. 
Ken Stabler threw three 
TD passes for the Raiders 
and nearly pulled out the 
game, moving Oakland 74 
yards in the final two 
minutes only to have Breech 
miss the field goal that would 
have sent the game into 
overtime. 
Bears 23 Jets t3 
Mike Phipps moved 
Chicago to its fourth straight 
victory, throwing two TD 
passes in the triumph over 
New "York, Dave Williams 
scored twice for the Bears, 
who moved their record to 7- 
5 and stayed t~o games be-' 
hind T~mpa Bay ir~ the NFC 
Central. 
Bills 19 Packers 12 
Nick Mike-Mayer kicked 
four field goals and Buffalo 
• broke a fourth-quarter tie - 
with its 0hly TD oftfielgatn~' 
- -  a one-yard Imrst::l~ Mike~l/, 
Collier -- which deli~'el'~l" ' 
the victory over Green Bay. ... 
Vikings 14 Lions 7 
Rickey Young scored both 
Minnesota ouchdowns in the 
second half on runs of 23 and 
two yards as Detroit suffered 
its 114h loss in 12 games. The 
victory ended a three-game 
slide for Minnesota and 
moved its record to 5-7. 
drubbing by Denver, getting 
its revenge at the expense of
Baltimore..Steve Grogan 
passed for two TDs and 
Stanley Morgan returned a
punt 80 yards for another. 
Browns 30 Dolphins 24 
Cleveland moved within 
one game of Houston and 
Pittsburgh in the AFC 
Central by beating Miami in 
overtime. Brian Sipe's 34- 
yard scoring pass'to 0zzie 
Newsome with 1:21 left to 
play tied the score and then 
Sipe hit Reggie Rucker with 
39-yarder less than two 
minutes into the overtime for 
the victory. " 
Seahawks 36 Saints 24 
Jim Zorn, who passed for 
384 yards, threw TD passes 
to Steve Largent and Brian 
PeeLs in the final 6:16, 
snapping a 24-24 tie to defeat 
New Orleans. 
Bues 31 Giants 3 
Doug Williams threw a 
pair of TD passes to Larry 
Mucker and Reeky Bell 
rushed for 152 yards, 102 in 
the first half, as Tampa Bay 
ripped New York. 
Chiefs 24 Raiders 21 
Kansas City won its first 
game in Oakland Coliseum 
in 13 years~ beating the 
Raidera when Jim Breech 
missed an 18-yard field goal 
respectively, each with two 
wins and four losses. 
Saskatoun was sixth and 
Regina seventh. Both Sas- 
katchewan teams had 
records of one win and five 
losses. 
Coquet!am topped the 
men's division with five wins 
and no losses, followed by 
Winnipeg at four-and-one. 
Regina was third with three 
wins and two defeats, 
Minnesota was fourth at two- 
and-'hr., Regina was one- 
and-four and Calgary had no 
wins and •five losses. 
Because neither Of them 
played particularly like 
S.uper Bowl teams, Pitt- 
sburgh Steelers and Dallas 
Cowboys find themselves 
tied a t  the top of their 
respective National Football 
League divisions today. 
Both the Steelers and Cow- 
boys, who met in last 
January's Super Bowl, 
drowned in a sea of tu r  
novers Sunday. 
Pittsburgh saw its four- 
game winning streak end as 
San Diego intercepted five 
passes and turned four of 
them into Chargers touch- 
downs and a 35-7 rout of the 
defending cbampions, The 
loss, combined with Houston 
Oilers' 42-21 victory over 
Cincinnati Bengals, left the 
Steelers and Oilers tied for 
first place in the American 
Conference Central race. 
Dallas turned the ball over 
five times and Washington 
Redskins added a half dozen 
quarterback sacks in a 34-20 
romp that dropped the 
Cowboys into a three.way tie 
for first place in the National 
Conference East. The 
Redskins and Philadelphia 
Eagles, who nipped St, Louis 
Cardinals 16-13, share the 
lead with the Cowboys. 
San Diego's victory over 
Pittsburgh kept the 
Chargers tied for the AFC 
West lead with Denver 
Broncos, who whipped San 
Francisco '49ers 38.28, New 
England Patriots moved one 
game in front in the AFC 
East, defeating Baltimore 
Colts 50-21 while Miami 
Dolphins was dropping a 30- 
24 overtime decision to 
Cleveland .Browns. 
Tampa Bay BUccaneers 
remained two games in front 
in the NFC Central, ripping 
New York Giants 3t-3, but 
New Orleans Saints saw 
their NFC West lead cut to 
one-half game over Los 
Angeles Rams, losing to 
Seattle Seahewks 38-24. 
Elsewhere, itwas Chicago 
Beal~-~3N~w York Jets 13; 
13~Bi l l s  ~ 19 Green Bay 
Pee.k~ • 1~; Minnesota 
Vikings 14 Detroit Lions 7 
and Kansas City Chiefs 24 
Oakland Raiders 21, 
Atlanta Falcons are in Los 
Angeles tonight. 
Chargers 35 Steelers 7
P i t tsburgh 's  Terry 
Bradshaw had a terrible 
time with San Diego's 
linebaekers. Ray Preston 
intercepted him twice in the 
first half, each time setting 
up a San Diego score. Then 
,another  l inebacker ,  
Woodrow Lowe returned 
another interception 77 
yards for another Charger 
TD. 
Redskins 34 Cowboys 20 
Joe Theismann threw 
three TD passes and 
Washingt0n's defence 
simply wore down Dallas, 
The Redskins added insult o 
injury, sending Mark 
Meseley out for a 45-yard 
field goal with nine seconds 
left and the victory already 
secured. 
Eagles 16 Cardinals 13 
Ran Jaworski hit Keith 
Krepfle with a. 40-yard TD 
pass play in the fourth 
quarter, giving Philadelphia 
its victory over St. Louis and 
a share of the NFC East 
lead. 
Broncos 38 '49ers 28 
Craig Morton threw three 
'I'D passes and Bob Swenson 
returned a fumble 88 yards 
for another score as Denver 
won its fourth straight. 
The Broncos had to come 
from behind after San Fran- 
cisco, held to just 88 yards in 
the first half, nevertheless 
moved to a 21-10 lead. Rookie 
James Owens returned a 
kickoff 85 yards for a '49ers 
TD, 
Oilers 4Z Bengats 21 
Dan Pastorlni hit 10 of 13 
passes for 182 yards and led 
Houston to a 21-7 lead over 
Cincinnati before being 
forced out of the game with a 
scratched right eye. Gifford 
Nielsen finished up for the 
Oilers, completing 10 of 10 
for 139 yards, 
Patriots 50 Colts 21 
New England recovered 
froYr,'last week's 42-7 
Prairie Cup 
water polo ,ends 
'WINNIPEG (CP)  - -  finished fourth and fifth, 
Montreal North won the 
women's division and 
Coquitiam, B,C., was best in 
men's play at the three-day 
Prairie Cup water polo 
tournament which ended 
Sunday. 
Montreal "finished the 
women's competition with a 
perfect record of six wi.s 
and no losses, Winnipeg and 
Edmonton both had four 
wins, a loss and a tie but 
Winnipeg placed second on 
the strength of a better 
goals-against record. 
Cocluitlam and Toronto 
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FREE 
1ElU CE IIOEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these Items 
, boar tooth , hoar claws 
, wolf teeth , beaver teeth 
• moose or deer antlers (slngleor pair) 
Available at the front desk of the 
TERRACE HOTEL 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
PIPE.PLUMBINGSUPPLOES PUMPS. 
HOSES,NUT~ANDHOLT5 FENCING 
WATER $OFTE NERS AND MORE 
5239 geith Avenue - N., S C .~,o 
6357158 
3212 KALUM PHONE 635-6357 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
"WE CLEAN" 
CHIMNEYS'-- FURNACES -- FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
heating system by using a PRO.VAC Residential. 
Commercial and Industrial Mobile Power Vacuu~ 
Unit. Also Introducing the new method of utilizing 
compressed air for pasltlve action, 
"Our service gives positive end efficient results" 
CAll the PRO.VAC people today end see for yourself, 
Phone' 
T,.,c. 635"6292 
Xltlmat 632-2466 
Pro.Vat  Industries 
Can. Ltd. 
Services Division 
Kltlmal.Terroce, B,C, 
( 
i 
I 
NO OPEN 
ALEX'S BODY SHOP 
in the old McEwan's Shop 
(Across from the Skim Hotel) 
4513 Greig 635-2326 
Residential Tree Service 
,;~' +TrSmmtng +Top~mg t; *Remov,ng 
~.~ y Ful ly experienced, 
X~.~I  ,.[ Ilcenced & Insured 
~ i '~  ' , .~ FREE EST IMATES 
847-2447 (Sml thers )  
~ THRUWA Y 
MUFFLERS 
Winter Months 
Nov. - Feb. 
8 '30  a.m. - 5 :00 p.m 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
638-1991 3010K Kalum Street 
..C' " : :0 , ! ,  ;It,~'~ ' f l :  iO'~:",'.)l ' )q l ; l  l i iV,' I tg1~ 'Zl')d 1 .v l')Jb*'~, 
VAN'S ' O0ilTIMOTIN|' 
[, :! ; H 
' ~ Furniture Repair ¢ r~:' 
I ~~.~.. iJlustpratious, Hope Chusls ~?  Custom Made Furniture. hfinishle! 
~'*  ~ General Bnildin| ContractUal' 
2640 S. Kalum 636-6686 Terraoe 
BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
• :.:.:.:.:.:.:.....:.:.....:.:.:.:.:.:.;...:...:.:.;.:.:.:.:.::- +:.:.:,;.:  
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR, 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
J213 KALUM $1R[E I 
ILRRACE BC PHONE 635.2473 
,, ~"  t ~ I L T D  ' 
Custom Upholstery. Fabrics & Vinyls 
Furniture Repair and Refinishing 
• Custom Auto Interiors • Van Conversions 
Custom Quilting of Fabrics 
Pioneer Upholstery 
635-9434 
Weekdays 9 - $ 
Other hours by appointment 
. i/Claudette Sandeckl 3901 Doble Rd. 
Since 1973 Terrace, B.C. 
q &OWCEnterprises 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Wayne 61S.St44 
Days 63S.i;13S Ernls 635.92S3 
Ready Mitt Concrete, Send, Gravel, Top Soil, Dreln 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, hgs  of Cement, 
I/4 Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE 6M.~gM 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
Coaslructlon Ltd. 
Plant Off Krumm Rood 
Thornblll 
GLACIER 
L 4410 Le|ien Avenue 
A ,~ h,ace, II.C. 
A Complete Glass and S 
Aluminum Service • 
EASTSIDE GROCER Y 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
Open 7 days a week 
with  Jerry & Marg 
to serve you 
WEEKDAYS e.ll WEEKENDS 9-11 
441,1 LAKELSE AVE. 63S.2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE US-92S|  ANYTIME 
 [r@DDA f 
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NINE YEARS... ...21 GAMES 
Canucks beat the Canadiens at home. 
By IAN MacLAINE Goals by linemates Quebec Nordiques beat Fitchner usually fits into the 
The Caqadlan Press Thomas Gradin and Jere 
Harry Neale figures Gillis 43 seconds apart in the 
Montreal Canadians were second period snapped a 1-1 
ripe for the picking Sunday tie en route to the victory and 
night, moved the Canucks seven 
points up on .Chicago Black 
"We caught Montreal at Hawks atop the Smythe 
therighttime, atthe end of a Division with their fourth 
road trip; just like teams straight victory. 
catch us quite often," the Noale was philosophical 
Vancouver coach observed about the win, noting that 
after his Canucks ended while the Montrealers were 
years of frustration by endinga fourgsme road trip 
beating Montreal 5-2 at and playing their third game 
Pacific Coliseum. in four nights, "we really 
It marked the first time in outworked them for most of 
l0 years the Canucks had the night." 
beaten Montreal at home. Elsewhere Sunday night, 
I NHL STATS 
Toronto Maple Leafs 4-2 to 
climb within a point of 
Toronto in the Adams 
Division, New York Ranger~ 
defeated St. Louis Blues 5-3, 
Atlanta Flames downed 
Washington Capitals 4-2, 
Boston Bruins edged Hart- 
ford Whalers 5-4, Pittsburgh 
Penguins took Winni- 
peg Jets 3-2, Buffalo Sabres 
won 9-7 over Edmonton 
Oilers and Minnesota North 
Stars played to a 3-3 tie with 
Chicago. 
On Saturday, the scores 
were Boston 2 Toronto 0, 
Detroit Red Wings 5 New 
York Islanders 4, 
Philadelphia Flyers 3 St. 
Louis 3, Montreal 3 Los 
Angeles Kings 1, Hartford 4 
Edmonton 0, Chicago 4 
Colorado Rockies 1, and 
Buffalo 4 Minnesota 2. 
Canucks 5 Canadians 2
The 16,415 at Pacific 
Coliseum were in a celebrant 
mood as it became evident 
that the Canucks were going 
to finally win a game at 
home with the Canadians, 
defending Stanley Cup 
champions. 
They were particularly re- 
sponsive to goaltender Glen 
Hanion, giving the youngster 
a. standing ovation after 
stopping all but two of 36 
mould espoused by the 
Quebec coach. But Fitchner. 
departed for the normal 
Sunday night, scoring once 
and drawing assists on two 
other goals. 
Demers was ecstatic, 
noting: "Could any one have 
imagined that we'd one point 
ahead of New York Islandes 
after five weeks of play?" 
Michel Goulet, with two, 
and Garry Lariviere were 
the other Quebec scorers. 
Darryl Sittler and Dan 
Maloney replied for Toronto. 
Rangers 5 Blues 3 
Don Murdoch scored two 
goals in the first period and 
assisted on the game-winner 
by Don Maluney as the 
Rangers continued their 
domination of St. Louis at 
Madison Square Garden. 
The only Blues' victory at 
the Garden since the club 
joined the NHL in the 
original 1967-68 expansion 
was on Nov. 13, 1968. 
Flames 4 Capitals 2 
Jean. Pronovest ook ad- 
vantage of some shoddy 
defensive play in front of the 
Washington net and beat 
goaltender Gary Inness with 
the game-winner arly in the 
third period at Landover, 
Md., leaving coach Gary 
Green still looking for his 
Montreal shots. 
Vancouver had gone 
games at home -- including 
1~ losses-- without a vietury 
o'~,er Montreal since joining 
the NHL for the 1970-71 
season. 
Nordlques 4Maple Leafs 2 
Coach Jacques Demers 
stresses defence, and Bob 
first victory since moving 
21 behind the Washington 
bench last week. 
Brulns 5 Whalers 4 
It was the first NHL 
meeting for the New 
England rivals and Whalers 
coach Don Blackburn figures 
his club proved it belongs in 
the NHL. 
WALES CONFERENCE Buffalo 9 Edmonton 7 
Norris Division Quebec 4 Toronto 2 
W L T F A ,  P Saturday Results 
Montreal 11 5 3 71 5525 Boston2Toronto0 
Los Ang 8 7 4 79 80 20 Detroit 5 NY Islanders 4 
Pills 6 6 4 54 58 16 Philadelphia 3St. Louis 3 
Hartford 5 7 5 53 52 15 Montreal 3 Los Angeles 1 
Detroit 6 8 2 49 50 14 Hartford 4 Edmonton 0 
Adams Division Chicago 4 Colorado I 
Boston 12 2 3 64 41 27 Buffalo4 A,Mnnesota 2" 
Buffalo !1 5 3 71 53 25 Tuesday Games 
MInn 9 4 4 79 60 22 NY Islanders at St. Louis 
Toronto 8 9 1 67 62 17 Washington at Colorado 
Quebec 7 8 2 53 56 16 Los Angeles at Vancouver 
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE Boston at Quebec 
Patrick Division National Hockey League scor- 
Philo 13 1 2 73 51 28 lag leaders after Sunday 
Atlanta 9 7 3 71 59 21 games: 
Rangers 9 9 1 79 79 19 G A P 
Islanders 6 7 3 61 S7 15 Dlonne, LA 17 24 41 
Wash 4 13 2 56 80 10 Lafleur, Mtl 17 14 31 
Smytha Division Simmer, LA 17 13 30 
vancouver 9 S s 70 57 23 Taylor, LA I1 19 30 
Chicago 5 7 ~) 46 53 16 Trottler, NYI 11 17 28 
St. Louis 5 10 4 51 71 14 Goring, LA 7 19 26 
13 12 25 Winnipeg 5 10 3 40 66 13 Perreault, But 
Edmonton ,3 12 4 64 90 10 Gretzky, Edm 7 18 25 
Colorado 3 12 2 45 65 8 MacDonald, Edm 14 10 24 
B. Smith, Mln 6 18 24 
Sunday Results Hedberg, NYR 11 12 23 
NY Rangers 5 St. Louis 3 Nllsson, NYR 6 15 23 
Atlanta 4 Washington 2 Leach, Pho 14 8 22 
Vancouver S/~ontreal 2 Sharpley, Mln 12 10 22 
Boston 5 Hertford 4 Nilsson, Atl 11 11 22 
Pittsburgh 3 Winnipeg 2 Propp, Pha 9 13 22• 
Minnesota 3 Chicago 3 MacAdam, Min 8 14 22 
MESS volleyball champs 
At the Northwest Zone 
volleyball finals in Prince 
Rupert Saturday, Mount 
• Elizabeth and Smithers took 
senior boys and girls titles 
respectively. 
The Orca from Kitimat's 
MESS took the boys title with 
a 15-13, 15-10 win over 
Caledonia from Terrace. 
Gary Maitland, coach of the 
Kitimat squad, said that he 
is pleased that his team won 
but not with their play in the 
final. 
"Maybe they got over- 
confident or something, but 
they didn't play that well 
against Terrace in the 
final," Maitland. "They 
could have played better, but 
they did win." 
Kitimat and Terrace 
advanced to the final 
through a round-robin 
elimination preliminary 
round. In matches in the 
preliminary, Kitimat beat 
Terrace 15-6, 15-0, Terrace 
and Prince Rupert Senior 
Secondary School split their 
games 15-12 Terrace, 15-13 
PRSS, and Kitimat beat 
Rupert 15.4, 15-5. Caledonia 
advanced to the final by 
,virtue of a better point 
spread in their games 
against Rupert. 
The Orca now prepare for 
the provincial championship 
which takes place in Trail on 
Nov. 29, 30 and Dec. The 
championships w i l l  take 
place in three gymnasiums, 
Fruitvale, Rossland and 
Trail, according to Maitland. 
"If we play to capability, 
we stand a good chance in 
the provincials," Maitland 
said. "We should finish in the 
top eight." 
Maitland expects other 
strong teams to come from 
Nelson, Mission and perhaps 
Duchess Park in Prince 
George. He sais that some 
Vancouver teams might not 
attend, as they may be 
playing spring volleyball. 
Also on Saturday, "We played a very good 
Smithers girls won the match to stay within that 
Northwest Zone finals which close to Smithers, they're so 
also took place at PRSS. strong," Grieve said. 
Smithers beat he PRSS girls Cal's girls were beaten by 
15-10, 17-15 in the final. PRSS 15-13, 15-10 and by 
Smithers were the pre- MESS 15-5, 15-6. 
"We're the second cousins 
from down the road and we 
wanted to show we belonged 
- -  and I think we did," 
Blackburn said of the 
Whalers, who, along with 
Quebec, Winnipeg and Ed- 
monton, were absorbed by 
the NHL after the old World 
Hockey Association folded 
last year. 
John Wensink, Dick Red- 
mond, Stan Jonathan, AI 
Secord and Wayne Cashman 
looked after the Boston 
scoring. Blaine• Stoughton goals, inciuding an in- 
had two of the Whalers'  surance score with four 
goals. 
Penguins 3 Jets 2 
0rest Kindrachuck scored 
two goals and drew an assist 
on the other score by 
llnemate Rick Kehoe, who 
drew assists on both Kin- 
drachuck's goals, in a'game 
that saw Winnipeg net- 
minder Gary Smith draw 
two minor penalties for high 
sticking. 
Sabres 9 Oilers 7 
Gil Perreault scored two 
seconds remaining in the 
game, as'Buffalo blitzed two 
Edmonton goaltenders -- 
young Ed Mio and veteran 
Dave Dryden - -  for 40 shots. 
Lindy Ruff, Rio Selling, 
Derek Smith, Larry 
Playiair, Rick Martin, Don 
Luce and John Gould 
collected the other Buffalo 
scores. 
Stan Weir and Blair 
MacDonald each scored two 
for the Oilers with the others 
going to Wayne Gretzky~ 
North Stars 3 Black Hawks 3 
Minnesota lost Bobby 
Smith, last year's NHL 
rookie of the year, for four to 
six weeks with a broken 
ankle suffered during 
Saturday night's game 
against Buffalo. 
Defonceman Gary Sargent 
took up some of the f leck 
Sunday night by scoring on a 
30-foot slap shot with about 
three minutes remaining to 
slavage the tie in Chicago. 
Twin River dumps PG reps. ' 
Exhibition and league 
games entertained fans of 
the Minor Hockey Inter-City 
Rap League over the 
weekend. 
In exhibition play between 
the Twin River • Timber 
Peewees, the All Seasons 
Midgets and their coun- 
terparts from Prince 
George, the Terrace teams 
won five of six games. 
Twin River has. yet to be 
beaten in lehgue or 
exhibition play, sweeping 
their series with Prince 
George's peewee raps. 
The first game saw Twin 
River double their opposition 
12-6. Terrace scorers .were 
Dean Kraaling, Anthony 
Della Siega, Trevor Hendry 
and Cliff Furnseth with two 
each and Troy Kaye, Jeff 
Sharples, Gerry Lambert 
and Ran Dahl with one 
apiece. 
The second game was a 16- 
5 walk, Twin River getting 
three from Hendry, two each 
from Lambert, Dahl and 
Scott Fairless, and one 
apiece from Furnseth, 
Draeling, Don Wiley, Albert 
tournament favourites, and Watmough, Sharpies, Kaye 
they~disappointed no-one by and Howie O'Brien. 
going through the tour- The third game was a bit 
nament undefeated, closer, 8-5. Hendry and 
The girls final was also a Lambert each got three with 
round-robin, which saw Furnseth and Kaye adding 
Smithers win six games, singles. 
PRSS win four, Mount All Seasons won the first 
Elizabeth girls win two and two games against the 
Caledonia's girls go winless. 
Glenn Grieve, Caledonia's 
coach, said that the girls 
played a good match with the 
eventual champions but lost 
15-6, 15-7. 
Kermodes 1-4 at tourney 
Caledonia Kermodes have handle them at all. Pourier were the Caledonia 
scorers, while Dodd got two 
and Pourier one in the vic- 
tory over Kimberley. 
Dodd was given an 
honorable mention in in- 
dividual awards after the 
tournament. Rob Smith from 
Carson was selected as the 
tournament's most valuable 
player. 
Inglis said that' the Ker- 
modes' record was not in- 
dicative of their play. 
"We just didn't have the 
same amount of experience 
as the southern teams," 
.Inglis said, "and that hurt us 
m several of the games. 
"The team was really 
. down after the 6-5 game. 
They knew they should have 
won, but they made a couple 
of mistakes and let it get 
away." 
returned from the provincial "They would come up and 
high school soccer eham- take the ball away from us 
pionships with only one win on headers, Just because 
in five games, but Doug they were so big," Inglis 
Inglis, co-coach of the team, said. "They were really 
says that the record isn't a. deserving winners in the 
fair indication of the team's tournament." 
Carson Graham beat 
Mount Douglas Senior from 
Victoria 1-0 on penalty kicks 
in the final game. If a game 
goes through two sodden- 
death overtime periods 
without a decision, it is 
decided by each team taking 
five penalty kicks. The team 
that scores on the most kicks 
wins. 
"That was a hock of a way 
to lose a tournament," Inglis 
said. Carson was good on all 
five kicks, with the Mount 
Douglas quad good on only 
three. 
played well despite the 4.1 
score against Vic High. 
"A couple of those games 
could have gone both ways," 
Inglis said. "The team 
played very well and I'm 
pleased with them, even 
though we didn't do that 
well." 
Inglis said that Keith 
Vanden Brock and  Julius 
Komlos also played con- 
sistently well over the 
tournament. 
Final results in the tour- 
nament saw Carson in first, 
Mount Doug second, Van- 
couver Technical third, 
Burnaby North fourth, 
Steveston from Richmond 
fifth and Vic High in sixth. 
Caledonia finished fifteenth 
out of sixteen. 
play on the weekend. 
The trip saw the team lose 
4-1 to Victoria High School 
and 6.5 to Princess Margaret 
Thursday, to Carson 
Graham 5-0 and Port Moody 
3-2 Friday and beat Kira. 
barley 3-2 Saturday. 
Inglis said that the only 
game that the Kermodes 
were soundly beaten in was 
the 5-0 loss to Carson 
Graham Friday morning. 
Carson Graham, from 
Burnaby, were the eventual 
champions, and lnglis said 
they were so talented and The team lost two of its 
physically impressive that In the Port Moody game, games by only one goal, and 
the Kermodes couldn't Simon Dodd and Dan Inglis said that the team 
Prince George midgets but 
tired themselves out for the 
last one. 
The first game was 19-8 for 
All Seasons, with Larry 
Swanson loading the way 
with four goals and Brian 
Fugere, Dan Fagan, .Tony 
Christie, Rob Collins, Emile 
Gagnon and Fraser Dedd 
getting one each. 
The second game was a 7-4 
Terrace win, with Swanson 
getting three, Bruno Hidber 
adding two and Collins and 
Gngnon each with one. 
The third game saw Prince 
George's midgets getting a 
measure of revenge in a 7-5 
win. Collins got three, and 
Gagnon and Ron Ray each 
adding singles in a losing 
cause. 
Terrace Pups took two 
games away from the 
Kitimat reps in regular- 
season play on the weekend, 
winning 4-3 Saturday and 9-5 
Sunday. Trover Shannon got 
two and John Almgren and 
Kip Lindsay added singles 
for Terrace Saturday, and in 
the Sunday win, Brad 
Trudeau and Mike Smith 
each scored hat tricks, with 
David Currie, Mike Jepbson 
and Mike Bee contributing 
one ew.h. 
The Kitimat bantams beat 
the Inland Kenworth Ban- 
tams twice on the weekend 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
VICTOR P. HAWES, Optometrist 
wishes to announce that he has moved his 
office to the Skeena Mail. For appointment 
• please phone 
635-2229 
I 
NORTHWEST 
COMMUNITY  
COLLEGE 
requires  an 
AUDIO VISUAL 
TECHNICIAN 
Clerk  IV 
The Northwest Community College Learning 
Resource Centre requires an audio visual technician on 
a six monlh term contract basis to be responsible, for 
booking and shipping of films and equipment, maln- 
lalning equipment in good order, demonstrating In the 
operation of equipment and liaison with users of the 
audio.visual collection. Some travel and evening work 
may be required. Salary is $1209 per month (1978.79 
scale) for qualified person. Starting date will be as 
soon as possible. 
Please Conlach 
The Librarian 
Northwest CommonlY/College 
Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
T'men win two more 
weekend, winning 4-3 
Saturday and losing 5-3 
Sunday. Further details of 
those games are 
unavailable. 
In other PNWHL action on 
the weekend, the Prince 
Rupert Kings extended their 
unbeaten string to nine 
games with a 7-0 win 
Saturday over the Smithers 
Totems and a 5-4 squeaker 
over Burns Lake Sunday. 
Next PNWHL action is 
The Terrace Timbermon 
had a good weekend on the 
road in PNWHL hockey 
league action, avenging an 
earlier loss by beating the 
Burns Lake Braves 8-7 
Saturday night and whipping 
the Granisle Lakers 15-8 
Sunday afternoon. 
Details from Saturday 
night's game are 
tmavailable, but on Sunday 
Doug IAnton led the way with 
three goals. Dave Sbarpo, 
Lance Legouffe and Mike 
PaulBon, Cliff Flury, Gord 
Cochrane, Frank McKendry, 
Brad Riley, Chris Hyland 
and Lee Marleau. 
Granisle scorers were 
Steve Tar with four, Ace 
Anderson and Darryl 
Heikkila with two each and 
AI Scott with one. 
The Timbermen took a 5-3 
lead in the first period and 
were ahead 6-4 at the end of 
the second, 
The Kitlmat Winterbawks 
Mowat got two each, with split their games with the Thursday when Burns Lake 
singles going to Grog Vanderhoof Flyers on the plays Smithers in Smithers. 
Acadia Axemen are new 
Canadian football kings 
TORONTO (CP) -- John down. He put this thinking saw Western's unbeaten 
liuard didn't make many into practice before 19,397 at bowl string end at four, in- 
friends for himself during his Varsity Stadium late in the cluding victories over 
Acadia in 1976 and 1977. 
Huard, from Maine, 
doesn't agree. 
He suggested Semotiuk 
and others in the Canadian 
college football ranks who 
are of the same mind should 
do some soul-searching if
they're going to improve the 
standard~ of the game in 
Cacadi,,. eitools. 
stay In the city. 
But the former pro 
linebacker left a lasting 
imprint on Canadian 
collegiate football bureau- 
cracy when his Acadia 
Axemen trounced Western 
Ontario Mustangs 34-12 
Saturday. 
His philosphy is to ravage 
opponents when they're 
College Bowl finale by 
refusing to settle for three- 
point field goals and ran off a 
fake field godl attempt in an 
effort to put six points on the 
board. 
"There's no room for that 
in Cenadiad college feet- 
bail," defeated head coach 
Darwin Semotiuk said 
following the contest which 
as well. InSaturday's 9-7 loss scorers were Marleau with from Prince Rupert 8-3 and 
Lyle Marleau got four goals two and Barber and Mike 9-6. The Kitimat and Prince 
with Terry Barber, Gary Rouw with one each. Rupert peewees plit their 
Donald and Terry Zaporan In games in Prince two games, Kitimat taking 
eaeh with one. In Sunday's S- Rupert, Kitimat's Midget the first 2-1 and Prince 
4 'Kitimat win, Terrace raps took two games away Rupert the second 4-3. 
NBA Clippers win 
without two top stars 
With Bill Walton and Lloyd 
Free out of the lineup, San 
Diego Clippers are starting 
to feel like a bunch of long 
shots. 
Brian Taylor, especially. 
"Coach (Gone) Shue has 
been encouraging me to take 
the three-point shot, even to 
the point of having set 
plays," says Taylor. 
The three-point shots were 
there for Taylor to take 
Sunday night -- and he took 
them. He made five of these 
long-distance shots to help 
the Clippers beat Milwaukee 
Bucks 112-96 in the National 
Basketball Association. 
In other NBA games 
Sunday, Los Angeles Lakers 
walloped Indiana Racers 
127-104, Kansas City Kings 
routed Denver Nuggets 109- 
92, .Phoenix Suns whipped 
Golden State Warriors 99-95, 
New Jersey Nets nipped San 
Antonio Spurs' 107-105 and 
Portland Trail Blazers 
stopped Seattle SupeSonics 
100-95. 
The scores Saturday were 
New York Kuicks 113 Boston 
Celics 109, Houston Rockets 
102 Atlanta Hawks 100, 
Washington Bullets 111 Utah 
Jazz 103, New Jersey 98 
Detroit Pistons 93, Chicago 
Bulls 106 Philadelphia '76era 
103, Seattle 108 Golden State 
103, Portland 103 Cleveland 
Cavaliers 96. 
Along with Taylor's fine 
shooting exhibition, the 
Clippers got a big lift from 
Swan Nater's 21 rebounds 
and 13 points. Bingo Smith 
and Freeman Williams 
added 22 and 18 points, 
respectively, for San Diego. 
Mi lwaukee's Marques 
Johnson led all scorers with 
34 points, 
Lakers 127 Pacers 104 
Jamaal Wilkes scored 21 
mints and reserve guard Mi- 
chael Cooper added a 
careerhigh 20 as Los Angeles 
rolled to an easy victory over 
Indiana. 
Kings 109 Nuggets 92 
Kansas City!s dynamic 
backcourt of Phil Fordand 
Otis Birdsong combined for 
55 points as the Kings 
defeated Denver, playing 
without David Thompson, 
sidelined with a virus. 
Warr io rs  99 Suns 95 
JoJo White and Sonny 
Parker contributed key 
paints in the second half. 
NOTICE 
Effective November 15, 1979, 
the District of Terrace landfill site 
will change to winter hours. 
Vehicles 1 ton or less: 
24 hrs, per day 
Vehicles larger than 1 ton: 
2:00 - 5:00 P.H. Monday to Friday 
OISTRICT OF TERRACE 
